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RELATIVE RUAN AND GROMOV-TAUBES INVARIANTS
OF SYMPLECTIC 4-MANIFOLDS
JOSEF G. DORFMEISTER AND TIAN-JUN LI
Abstract. We define relative Ruan invariants that count embedded
connected symplectic submanifolds which contact a fixed symplectic hy-
persurface V in a symplectic 4-manifold (X,ω) at prescribed points with
prescribed contact orders (in addition to insertions on X\V ) for stable
V . We obtain invariants of the deformation class of (X,V, ω). Two
large issues must be tackled to define such invariants: (1) Curves ly-
ing in the hypersurface V and (2) genericity results for almost complex
structures constrained to make V pseudo-holomorphic (or almost com-
plex). Moreover, these invariants are refined to take into account rim
tori decompositions. In the latter part of the paper, we extend the
definition to disconnected submanifolds and construct relative Gromov-
Taubes invariants.
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1. Introduction
Gromov’s paper [7] initiated the intense study of pseudoholomorphic curves
in symplectic manifolds as a means to construct symplectic invariants. This
has led to a wide range of invariants for symplectic manifolds which ”count”
such curves. After the development of the symplectic sum and symplectic
cut ([18], [6], [25]), research turned also to developing invariants relative
to a fixed symplectic hypersurface V , i.e. a symplectic submanifold (or a
smooth divisor) of codimension 2. A variety of relative invariants have been
developed which consider curves in X which contact V in a specified manner
([12], [16], [19], [23]). In particular Gromov-Witten theory has seen great
advances in the last few years: Tools such as the decomposition formulas
of [16], [13] and [20] have been developed, correspondences between differ-
ent invariants have been found in [24] and [9] and the invariants have been
explicitly calculated for a range of manifolds, see any of the sources cited
above. Gromov-Witten invariants are based on moduli spaces of maps from
(nodal) Riemann surfaces to a symplectic manifold (X,ω). Much of the
work involved in defining these invariants has to do with the intractable
nature of these moduli spaces.
A more natural object of study in the symplectic category are embedded
symplectic submanifolds. This topic was initially studied by Ruan [34], who
initiated the development of invariants which count embedded submanifolds
in four-manifolds. Ruan’s invariant counted only connected submanifolds.
In a series of fundamental papers ([38], [39]), Taubes defined Gromov-Taubes
invariants, which give a delicate count of embedded, possibly disconnected
submanifolds (This count refines Ruan’s earlier results, in particular provid-
ing a detailed analysis of the behavior of square 0- tori and their multiple
covers.), and equated them with Seiberg-Witten invariants.
In this paper, we define corresponding relative invariants, called relative
Ruan invariant and relative Gromov-Taubes invariant, which count embed-
ded symplectic submanifolds which contact a fixed stable symplectic hyper-
surface V at prescribed points with prescribed contact orders (in addition
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to insertions on X\V ). These invariants will be shown to be deformation
invariants of the symplectic structures, note however that due to the rel-
ative setting, the symplectic structures must all make the hypersurface V
symplectic. This connects these invariants to the relative symplectic cone
defined [4].
It should be emphasized, that Ruan-type invariants give a count of geo-
metric objects, much as counting curves in classic algebraic geometry. GW-
type invariants count maps, not the actual geometric images. In the absolute
setting, these two viewpoints were shown to be related to each other by Ionel
and Parker, see [11].
The following Sections are devoted to a precise formulation of the rel-
ative spaces of submanifolds underlying the relative Ruan invariant and
the properties of these spaces. Let X be a symplectic 4-manifold and V a
2-dimensional symplectic submanifold. We would like to count embedded
symplectic submanifolds which intersect V . Section 2.4 defines the space of
relative, connected submanifolds KV (A, J,IA) in class A ∈ H2(X), where
A is not multiply toroidal, i.e. not of the form A = mT with T 2 = 0
and Kω · T = 0, which meet the hypersurface V according to initial data
IA. In order to understand the role of the almost complex structure J , we
consider the symplectic submanifolds as embedded J-holomorphic curves.
The behavior of curves in class A for generic J is rather straightforward
if A 6= V, denoting the class of V by V. However, care must be taken
when A = V: The associated differential operator is no longer surjective
if dV =
V2+c1(V)
2 < 0. In this case the curve V is rigid, this leads to the
definition of a stable symplectic hypersurface V as one which has dV ≥ 0.
Generically, for a class A, we can avoid this issue; if A 6= V, then we simply
have no curves in this class generically if dA < 0. However, this does not
apply to the class V as we are free to choose and fix a hypersurface V at
the start, so our choice may be non-generic in the sense that dV < 0.
The following issue must also be addressed: Submanifolds which have
components that lie in the hypersurface V . This is of interest in particular
with a view towards a degeneration formula. This is discussed preceding
Lemma 2.11.
Having understood the behavior of embedded curves under deformations
of the almost complex structure (Section 3.2), we proceed to understand
the properties of the space of relative connected submanifolds KV (J,IA) for
fixed initial data IA and stable V . We show in Section 4 that K is a smooth
finite manifold which behaves well under deformations of the almost complex
structure, the initial data and the symplectic structure on X. The greater
part of Section 4 addresses the compactness of KV .
After finding a suitable set of almost complex structures and initial data
such that the spaces KV (A, J,IA) have the desirable properties, we proceed
to define a number RuV (A, [IA]). After making precise this definition, we
show the invariant properties of RuV (A, [IA]): It does not depend on the
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particular choice of J or IA, but rather the class [IA] and the deformation
class of (X,V, ω), see Theorem 5.2.
At this stage, we will have defined a basic invariant which counts con-
nected non-multiply toroidal curves for stable V . From here, one can pro-
ceed in different directions. A natural inclination would be to attempt to
remove the conditions placed on A and V . More general choices of V will
involve different methods and will be described in a further paper. Here we
only make some remarks concerning the extension of our results to the non-
stable case, see Lemma 2.13. A relative Taubes invariant, giving a count of
multiply toroidal A relative to V , is discussed in Section 6. Our results on
generic almost complex structures in the relative setting and arguments in
[39], show that the invariant defined by Taubes needs no modification in the
relative setting.
We proceed by extending the basic invariant to disconnected curves and
thereby developing a relative version of the Gromov-Taubes invariant is the
content of Section 7. We show that this invariant can be written as a product
of the connected invariants, hence the invariant properties follow immedi-
ately.
A further direction would be to incorporate rim-tori. In [12], Ionel and
Parker define a relative Gromov-Witten invariant which takes into account
so called rim-tori structures. Including such structures into our count, we
construct a more refined invariant than RuV (A, [IA]). In Section 5.5.1 we re-
view their rim-tori constructions and defineRuV (Aˆ, [IA]). It is expected that
the refined invariant defined in Section 5.5 can distinguish isotopy classes of
hypersurfaces in the class V.
2. Relative Submanifolds and their Behavior
In this section we will describe the framework needed to define a space
of submanifolds of X which meet a fixed symplectic hypersurface V . We
will precisely describe the constraining data on the submanifolds as well
as how to understand this from the viewpoint of sections of the bundle
N as was used in the absolute case by Taubes. In contrast to Gromov-
Witten theory, we shall fix certain initial data and not view our invariant
as an abstract map on cohomology, though we shall allow the initial data
to move in homological families. This initial data shall determine how the
submanifolds meet V , they can be viewed as representatives of insertions in
Gromov-Witten theory.
Let X be a compact, connected 4-dimensional smooth manifold admitting
symplectic structures and fix a connected symplectic hypersurface V ⊂ X.
The symplectic form ω is a nondegenerate closed 2-form on X, its class will
be denoted by [ω] ∈ H2(X,R). Denote the space of ω-compatible almost
complex structures J by Jω. Given any J ∈ Jω, denote the corresponding
canonical class −Kω = c1(X,ω) = c1(X,J). Note the dependence on the
choice of symplectic form.
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For any homology class A ∈ H2(X,Z), define
(1) dA =
A2 −Kω ·A
2
.
Denoting the homology class of V by V ∈ H2(X), we define
(2) lA = A ·V.
Underlying the constructions in the following sections is the symplectic
hypersurface V . The choice of symplectic structure ω and almost complex
structure J must preserve the symplecticity of V . The symplectic structure
must be chosen such that ω is an orientation compatible symplectic structure
on X and restricts to an orientation compatible symplectic structure on V .
Denote the set of such forms by SVX . The set of classes [ω] ∈ H
2(X) with
this property is called the relative symplectic cone CVX (see [4]).
The almost complex structure J must be chosen such that V is a J-
holomorphic submanifold.
Definition 2.1. Let ω ∈ SVX . The set JV ⊂ Jω is defined to be the set of
almost complex structures J making V pseudoholomorphic.
This set of almost complex structures will form the basis for our calcula-
tions throughout this paper. That it is rich enough to allow for deformations
of pseudoholomorphic curves will be shown in Section 3.2. We will also en-
counter the set JV × [IA]; this product we endow with the product topology.
2.1. Contact Order. For any given J ∈ JV , the contact order between
a J-holomorphic submanifold C and the fixed hypersurface V is given as
follows (see [26] and Lemma 3.4, [12] for details): Both submanifolds can
be viewed as J-holomorphic curves for the given almost complex structure
J ∈ JV . Let f : Σ → C be a simple J-holomorphic map from a genus
g = g([C]) Riemann surface to X having as its image the curve C. The
genus g([C]) is given by the adjunction formula for the curve C. Consider
a point of intersection p ∈ V of C and V . Fix local coordinates {v} in V
and let x be local coordinate in normal direction. Then either f(Σ) ⊂ V or
there is an integer s > 0 and a0 ∈ C such that
(3) f(z, z) = (p +O(|z|), a0z
s +O(|z|s+1)).
Lemma 2.2. Assume that C 6⊂ V and let f : Σ → X and f ′ : Σ′ → X be
two simple J-holomorphic embeddings of C. Then s = s′.
Proof. The maps f and f ′ have the same image, hence by Cor. 2.5.3, [29],
there exists a holomorphic map φ : Σ → Σ′ such that f = f ′ ◦ φ. Inserting
this relation into Eq. 3, we obtain the fact that φ(z) must vanish to order 1
at z = 0. A series expansion of the holomorphic map φ in local coordinates as
given above, shows that it has leading term cz, c ∈ C. Moreover, comparing
the second terms from Eq. 3, provides a′0φ(z)
s′ + O(|φ(z)|s
′+1)) = a0z
s +
O(|z|s+1)) which implies that the leading term in φs
′
must match the leading
term a0z
s. This implies s = s′.
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Definition 2.3. The contact order of C and V at p ∈ V for C 6⊂ V is
defined to be s.
This definition is very intuitive and fits nicely the standard picture of con-
tact order. However, as seen in the previous Section, to define an invariant,
we need to consider an evaluation mapping on sections of the normal bundle
to a fixed embedded curve. In particular, we need to define contact order for
sections of the normal bundle N . For that reason, we will adopt the picture
presented in [16]. We describe the corresponding construction briefly and
then show how to obtain an ”evaluation ” mapping from this picture.
Consider the normal bundle N of C. Denote the boundary of the bundle
by ∂N . With a view towards the embedding of the disk bundle U con-
structed by Taubes, we can associate to the boundary a S1 action, such
that ∂N/S1 = V . Let x(t) denote an orbit of the S1 action and call x(kt) a
k-periodic orbit for any integer k. Remove V from X, the resulting ”punc-
tured” manifold can be viewed locally in the neighborhood of the removed
hypersurface V as R×∂N . Any J-holomorphic curve u : Σ→ X which con-
tacts V can be viewed locally in this picture, and in local coordinates can
be written as u : Σp → R×∂N with u = (a, uV ) from a punctured Riemann
surface Σp. Li-Ruan showed, that as we approach the contact point with V ,
uV → x(kt) for some k-periodic orbit, whereby k is the contact order of u
as described previously. Let Sk denote the space of k-periodic orbits, note
that we can identify Sk with V .
Let NV be the normal bundle of the hypersurface V and consider a single
intersection point z of the curve C and V . In a neighborhood of the point
z trivialize the bundle NV . On the trivialization U × F
V
z introduce the
coordinates v and x as before Eq. 3. Consider the fiber FCz of the bundle N
over the point z ∈ C. A section s ∈ Γ(N) intersects FCz at a point which we
can also identify as belonging to F Vz over a point z
′ ∈ U in the trivialization.
Thus, in local coordinates (v, x) at the intersection point, we can assign a
contact order to the section s as given by Def 2.3. Moreover, by removing
the intersection point s∩FCz , we can apply the orbit construction and assign
to the section a k-periodic orbit with the same contact order as the curve
C. Thus we define a map
(4) Gk : Γ(N)→ Sk
for fixed k determined by C. This will be used to define an evaluation map
needed to define the relative invariant in Section 5.
2.2. Initial Data. A submanifold C ⊂ X will be constrained by two types
of data: First, we fix a set of geometric objects, i.e. points, curves, etc.,
which the submanifold must contact. Secondly, at each of the contact points
with the fixed hypersurface V , we prescribe as well the contact order s ∈ N
of the two submanifolds. This contact order will be defined more precisely
in 2.1. We collect them in the initial data IA:
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Definition 2.4. The initial data I is defined as follows: Fix integers d, l ∈ Z.
For d, l ≥ 0, choose decompositions d1 + d2 = d and l1 + l2 + l3 = l with
d∗, l∗ ≥ 0. Then I consists of the following sets:
(1) Ωd1 ⊂ X\V consisting of d1 distinct points,
(2) Ωl1 a collection of l1 pairs (x, s) ∈ V ×N with all x distinct,
(3) Γd2 a collection of d2 disjoint 1-dimensional submanifolds of X\V ,
(4) Γl2 a collection of l2 pairs (γ, s) with γ a 1-dimensional submanifold
of V and s ∈ N, all γ pairwise disjoint,
(5) Υ = Υl3V a collection of l3 pairs (V, s) of copies of the hypersurface
V and s ∈ N.
If d∗ = 0 or l∗ = 0, then the respective sets are the empty set. If d < 0,
then I = ∅. If l < 0, then Ωl1 = Γl2 = Υ = ∅.
For a class A ∈ H2(X), we denote by IA any set of initial data I with
d = dA and l = lA.
The collection Υ represents insertions which offer no constraint on the
intersection point of the submanifold and V other than a certain contact
order at the intersection point.
Definition 2.5. Initial data IA will be called proper initial data for the
class A if the following hold:
• If dA ≥ 0, then
(1) 0 ≤ d1 ≤ dA, 0 ≤ d2 ≤ 2dA and 2d1 + d2 ≤ 2dA,
(2) 2d1 + d2 − l2 − 2l3 = 2(dA − lA) and
(3) A ·V =
∑
si
• If dA < 0, then IA = ∅.
This definition is motivated by viewing these sets as the analogue to
cohomological insertions in classical Gromov-Witten theory. A dimension
count shows that we cannot expect to have any submanifolds in class A
satisfying the initial data IA unless 2d1 + d2 − l2 − 2l3 = 2(dA − lA). Note
further, that the condition imposed on the orders si constrains the value of
l1: l1 + l2 + l3 ≤ A · V = lA. Moreover, this condition also ensures that
if A · V > 0, then some l∗ will be nonzero. The following observation will
simplify the multiply toroidal case:
Lemma 2.6. Let dA = 0. The initial data IA is proper if and only if
(1) d1 = d2 = l1 = l2 = 0
(2) l3 = A ·V and all values of si = 1.
Proof. If d1 = d2 = l1 = l2 = 0 and l3 = A · V = lA, then the first two
conditions for proper hold. Moreover, si = 1 and l3 = lA imply A·V =
∑
si.
The definition of proper shows that dA = 0 is equivalent to d1 = d2 = 0.
Furthermore, we obtain that
−l2 − 2l3 = −2lA ≤ −2l1 − 2l2 − 2l3 ⇒ −l2 ≥ 2l1 ⇒ l1 = l2 = 0
and thus l3 = lA. Then si = 1 follows from A ·V =
∑l3
i=1 si.
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This result can be reformulated as follows: If dA = 0, then for proper
initial data we have si = 1 for all contacts, the only contacts being allowed
are such, that no constraints are imposed on a curve in class A. However,
a curve with A · V 6= 0 (topological intersection number!) will generically
intersect the hypersurface V in exactly lA points each with order 1. Hence
this result simply states that a curve which has no restriction dA will not
allow any restrictions in its contact with V .
Our constructions will involve operators on a universal space parametrized
by almost complex structures and initial data. We will only be interested in
initial data which varies in a specified manner. This is made precise in the
following definition:
Definition 2.7. Fix a set of initial data IA. Define the class [IA] as the set
of initial data with the following properties:
(1) IA ∈ [IA]
(2) All initial data have the same values of d∗, l∗ and s∗.
(3) Corresponding elements in the sets Ω∗, Γ∗ and Υ have the same
values of si and lie in the same homology class.
(4) The ordering of the elements in the Γ-sets of any initial data is the
same as in the given set IA.
If IA is proper, then the class [IA] is called proper.
Note that it is not necessary to give an initial set IA. Simply fixing
the values of d∗, l∗ and s∗ as well as the relevant homology classes and an
ordering will define a class [IA]. We will consider data from this viewpoint.
2.3. Non-Degenerate Submanifolds. Consider an embedded submani-
fold C ⊂ X together with an integer m and fix J ∈ JV . We can view the
normal bundle N of C in X as a complex bundle with complex structure
induced by the almost complex structure on X. On the other hand, we
can construct a disk bundle U over C with complex structure J0 induced
from the restriction of the almost complex structure on X to C by setting
J0|fiber F = Jpi(F ) with π : U → C. Taubes has constructed an embedding
of this disk bundle U into the normal bundle N which is uniquely associated
to the submanifold C and which allows for a comparison of the two com-
plex structures. This leads to two complex valued sections ν ∈ T 0,1C and
µ ∈ T 0,1C ⊗N⊗2 associated to C. These define an operator
(5) Ds = ∂s+ νs+ µs
which is a compact perturbation of the standard ∂¯ operator (as defined
by the complex structures on the domain and target) and hence is elliptic.
Moreover, this operator is canonically associated to the submanifold C. Its
kernel can be viewed as the tangent space to the pseudo-holomorphic em-
beddings of C into X in the space of all smooth embeddings of C in X. This
leads to the definition of non-degenerate:
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Definition 2.8. Fix an almost complex structure J ∈ JV and a class A ∈
H2(X) with dA ≥ 0. Choose initial data IA. Let C be a connected, J-
holomorphic submanifold in X such that IA ⊂ C. C is non-degenerate if
the following hold:
(1) If dA = 0, then cokernel(D) = {0}.
(2) If dA > 0, then D ⊕ evIA has trivial cokernel. Here evIA is the
evaluation map which takes a smooth section of N to its value over
the data in IA.
2.3.1. Non-Degeneracy for classes with dA < 0. The definition of non -
degeneracy as given in Def 2.8 allows only for classes with dA ≥ 0. In the
relative setting, we must allow for a further case: Assume the hypersurface
V is non-stable, i.e. the class V has dV < 0. Then we could still choose
A = V and consider curves in this class relative to V . Definition 2.8 can
be extended to include this case as follows:non-stable, i.e. the class V has
dV < 0. Then we could still choose A = V and consider curves in this class
relative to V . Definition 2.8 can be extended to include this case as follows:
Definition 2.9. Fix an almost complex structure J ∈ JV . If dA < 0, then
a submanifold C representing the class A ∈ H2(X) is called non-degenerate
if it is rigid and there exist no other J-holomorphic curves C ′ in the class A.
We will show, that this only applies in the setting mentioned above. If
A 6= V, then we will not be able to find a curve C in the class A for generic
almost complex structures J . Note also, that in the relative setting, we allow
only almost complex structures in JV for the definition of nondegeneracy.
2.4. The Space of Relative Submanifolds. We now introduce the space
of relative submanifolds KV (A, J,IA) for non multiply toroidal classes A,
i.e. classes which are not of the form A = mT for some T with T 2 = 0 and
Kω · T = 0. This definition will be rather technical, however the general
idea is simple: We want to consider all connected submanifolds C, which
contact V in a very controlled manner. This is determined by the initial data
IA and we ensure that we contact V only once for every given geometric
object with the required contact order. Moreover, the curve C shall meet
each geometric object in the initial data IA. We make this precise in the
following definition:
Definition 2.10. Fix A ∈ H2(X) and a set of proper initial data IA.
Assume that A is not multiply toroidal. Choose an almost complex structure
J ∈ JV . Denote the set KV = KV (A, J,IA) of connected J-holomorphic
submanifolds C ⊂ X which satisfy
• If dA > 0, then C
(1) contains Ωd1 and
(2) intersects each member of ΓX exactly once.
• If lA = 0, then C ∩ V = ∅.
• If lA > 0, then C
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(1) intersects V locally positively and transversely,
(2) intersects V at precisely the l1 points of Ωl and
(3) intersects each member of ΓV exactly once.
(4) The remaining l3 intersections with V are unconstrained.
(5) Each intersection is of order si given in the initial data IA for
this component.
2.5. Convergence of Relative Submanifolds. We are interested primar-
ily in curves which genuinely intersect V , transversely and locally positively.
Moreover, we will eventually prove a sum formula similar to results in [16]
or [13]. This will be simplified considerably by the exclusion of components
in V .
Convergence Behavior. In order to define a relative invariant, we will
need to understand the compactness properties of the relative spaces K.
This will be done in Chapter 4. In order to simplify calculations in these
sections, we consider here the behavior of curves descending into V under
convergence and determine their index.
Any sequence of symplectic submanifolds will converge to a limit curve
by Gromov compactness. However, this limit curve may have components
mapping into V . We now describe how to handle such curves, this is de-
scribed in detail in [30] and [9] (see also [16] and [19], [30] contains numerous
examples of this construction).
The idea is to extend the manifold X in such a manner, that the com-
ponents descending into V get stretched out and become discernible. This
extension is achieved by gluing X along V to the projective completion of
the normal bundleNV . This completion is denoted by Q = P(NV ⊕C) and it
comes with a natural fiberwise C∗ action. The ruled surface Q contains two
sections, the zero section V0, which has opposite orientation to V , and the
infinity section V∞, which is a copy of V with the same orientation both of
which are preserved by the C∗ action. The manifold X#V=V0Q is symplec-
tomorphic to X and can be viewed as a stretching of the neighborhood of
V . This stretching can be done any finite number of times. Therefore con-
sider the singular manifold Xm = X ⊔V=V0 Q1 ⊔V∞=V0 ... ⊔V∞=V0 Qm which
as been stretched m times. This will provide the target for the preglued
submanifolds which we now describe.
Any curve in X with components lying in V can be viewed as a subman-
ifold in Xm consisting of a number components: Each such curve has levels
Ci which lie in Qi (denoting X = Q0) and which must satisfy a number of
contact conditions. Ci and Ci+1 contact along V in their respective compo-
nents (Qi, V∞) and (Qi+1, V0) such that contact orders and contact points
match up. The imposed contact conditions on V from the initial data IA are
imposed on the level Cm where it contacts V∞ of Qm whereas the absolute
data is imposed on C0.
The submanifolds Ci, viewed as maps into Xm, must satisfy certain sta-
bility conditions. In X, these are the well known standard conditions on the
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finiteness of the automorphism group. For those mapping into Qi, i > 0, we
identify any two submanifolds which can be mapped onto each other by the
C
∗ action of Q.
After constructing {Ci} in Xm we obtain a genuine curve in X meeting
V as prescribed by IA by gluing along V in each level. If each level was
embedded, then so will the glued curve be. To show that each level remains
embedded, i.e. we obtain no nodes away from the sections in Q, will be part
of the task of the later sections.
The homology class of the preglued curve is defined as the sum of the
homology class of C0 and the projections of the class of Ci into H2(V ).
For each such curve C, it is possible to determine the index of the as-
sociated differential operator. This is of course of central importance when
determining the dimension of the spaces R. The following Lemma sums up
the result.
Lemma 2.11. (Lemma 7.6, [12]; [16]) Let C be a preglued submanifold with
m+ 1 levels representing the class A ∈ H2(X) which meets the data in IA
in the prolongation Xm as described above. Then the index of C is
(6) ind(C) = dA −m.
This result shows, that for a generic choice of almost complex structure
and initial data, we do not expect to have curves admitting higher levels.
Remark 2.12. In the calculation of the invariants defined in the later sec-
tions of this paper, as well as in Gromov-Witten theory, it is not always
convenient to use a generic choice of almost complex structure or initial
data. For this reason, it would be of use to be able to exclude higher level
curves for all pairs (J,IA). A simple method for ensuring no component
maps non-trivially into V is to consider classes such that the genus g(A)
given by the adjunction equality satisfies
g(V ) > g(A).
Further, one could try to use the following result in place of the condition
on A:
Lemma 2.13. Let (X,ω) be a symplectic 4-manifold, V a symplectic hy-
persurface. Let A ∈ H2(X) and assume that for some pair (J,IA) the set
RV (A, J,IA) 6= ∅. Assume further that A ·V > A
2 ≥ 0. Then there exists a
symplectic form ω˜ ∈ SVX such that [ω˜] ·V > [ω˜] ·A. Moreover, ω˜ is a smooth
deformation of ω through symplectic forms.
Proof. This is an application of Lemma 2.1 in [2]. Our assumptions imply
the existence of a curve C in class A which intersects V transversally and
locally positively in a finite number of points. Then [2] has shown, that there
exists a symplectic form in the class [ω(t, s)] = t[ω] + sA, (t > 0, s ≥ 0),
which makes V symplectic. In particular, for t small and s large enough we
obtain
[ω(t, s)] ·V > [ω(t, s)] ·A.
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
This Lemma implies, that if A · V > A2 ≥ 0 holds, then we can find
a relative symplectic form on (X,V ) such that the symplectic area of V
is larger than the area of any curve in class A. This then precludes any
components of a curve in class A lying in V .
2.6. Main Result. The next sections are devoted to the proof of the fol-
lowing Proposition:
Proposition 2.14. Fix a class A ∈ H2(X) and a proper class [IA]. Assume
V is a symplectic hypersurface and A is not multiply toroidal. Then there
exists a Baire subset of JV × [IA] such that
(1) The set KV (A, J,IA) is a finite set.
(2) If A 6= V, then KV (A, J,IA) is empty when dA < 0.
(3) If V is an exceptional sphere, then KV (V, J, ∅) = ∅
(4) Every point h ∈ KV has the property, that each C with is non-
degenerate unless possibly if C is a torus with trivial normal bundle.
In this case it is m-non-degenerate for all m > 0.
(5) If (J1,I1A) are sufficiently close to (J,IA), then the sets KV and K
1
V
have the same number of elements.
Remark: Prop. 2.14 does not follow immediately from Taubes’ results,
as the relationship between the sets of generic almost complex structures in
Jω and JV given in Prop. 7.1, [37] and Prop. 2.14 is unclear.
3. Generic Almost Complex Structures
In this section we will show that the set JV is rich enough to allow for
deformations of embedded symplectic submanifolds. To do so, we will define
a suitable universal space U and the set of connected submanifolds K. We
show that the set K can be described as the zero set of a suitable section F
of a bundle B over U and that F behaves as expected at its zeros.
3.1. The Universal Model. Fix A ∈ H2(X) and a symplectic form ω ∈
SVX . Let Σ be a compact, connected, oriented 2-dimensional surface of genus
g = g(A) as defined by the adjunction formula. Let J ∈ JV and consider
dA and lA as defined in 1 and 2 resp. Let s ∈ N
l be a vector of length l ≤ lA
such that
∑
si = A · V. (Clearly, if l > lA, then we cannot expect under
generic conditions to have any submanifolds in class A.) When dA and lA
are nonnegative, choose initial data IA = (Ω,Γ,Υ) using the values in s.
Introduce KV (J,IA) = K as the set of J-holomorphic submanifolds in X
which
• are abstractly diffeomorphic to Σ,
• meet the data in IA as described in Def 7.1 and
• have fundamental class A.
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The space K is essentially KV , just that we have changed the viewpoint
from abstract submanifolds to those diffeomorphic to a fixed Σ. For these
reasons, a good understanding of the properties of K is necessary to prove
Prop. 2.14.
Let JV ×[IA] be the parameter space for the universal model to be defined
below and corresponding to the class of initial data in KV (J,IA).
A universal space U for KV (J,IA) consists of Diff(Σ) orbits of a 4-tuple
(i, u, J,IA) with
(1) u : Σ→ X an embedding off a finite set E of points from a Riemann
surface Σ such that u∗[Σ] = A and u ∈W
k,p(Σ,X) with kp > 2,
(2) i a complex structure on Σ and J ∈ JV ,
(3) IA ∈ [IA] and IA ⊂ u(Σ).
Note that every map u is locally injective.
The last condition needs some explaining: The initial data IA consists
of two types of sets: Sets contained in X\V and pairs consisting of points
in V and an integer s. The first set should be contained in u(Σ), meaning
the image goes through the constraints on X\V , meeting each curve in Γd2
only once. The second set should also be contained in the image u(Σ),
however, each point should have prescribed contact order s. Furthermore,
the image should meet each element in Γl2 exactly once. These are exactly
the conditions imposed in the definition of the space K.
3.2. Generic Complex Structures in JV . We wish to show that JV has
a rich enough structure to allow for genericity statements for J-holomorphic
curves. A portion of these results has appeared in an Appendix in [4].
If A 6= V, the genericity results are proven by the standard method: We
will define a map F from the universal model U to a bundle B with fiber
W k−1,p(Λ0,1T ∗Σ⊗u∗TX) over (i, u, J,IA) and show that it is submersive at
its zeros. Then we can apply the Sard-Smale theorem to obtain that J AV is
of second category. This will involve the following technical difficulty: The
spaces JV and any subsets thereof which we will consider are not Banach
manifolds in the C∞-topology. However, the results we wish to obtain are
for smooth almost complex structures. In order to prove our results, we need
to apply Taubes trick (see [39] or [29]): This breaks up the set of smooth
almost complex structures into a countable intersection of sets, each of which
considers only curves satisfying certain constraints. These subsets are then
shown to be open and dense by arguments restricted to C l smooth structures,
where the Sard-Smale theorem is applicable. We will not go through this
technical step but implicitly assume this throughout the section, details can
be found in Ch. 3 of [29].
Lemma 3.1. Let A ∈ H2(X,Z), A 6= V, and let IA be a set of initial data.
Denote the set of pairs (J,IA) by I. Let J
A
V be the subset of pairs (J,IA)
which are non-degenerate for the class A in the sense of Def. 2.8. Then J AV
is a set of second category in I.
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Note that the universal model excludes multiple covers of the hypersurface
V in the case that A = aV for a ≥ 2, and we can thus assume that any map
u : Σ → M satisfies u(Σ) 6⊂ V for this proof. In particular, V could be a
square 0-torus and A = aV for a ≥ 2.
Proof. Define the map F : U → B as (i, u, J,IA) 7→ ∂i,Ju. Then the lin-
earization at a zero (i, u, J,IA) is given as
(7) F∗(α, ξ, Y ) = Duξ +
1
2
(Y ◦ du ◦ i+ J ◦ du ◦ α)
where Du is Fredholm, Y and α are variations of the respective almost
complex structures. This is a map on H0,1i (TCΣ)×W
k−1,p(u∗TX) × TJV .
The components of (α, ξ, Y ) correspond to perturbations in the complex
structure i, the image u(σ) and J .
Consider u ∈ U such that there exists a point x0 ∈ Σ with u(x0) ∈ X\V
and du(x0) 6= 0 (The second condition is satisfied almost everywhere, as u
is a J-holomorphic map.). Then there exists a neighborhood N of x0 in Σ
such that
(1) du(x) 6= 0,
(2) u(x) 6∈ V for all x ∈ N .
In particular, we know that the map u is locally injective onN . Furthermore,
we can find a neighborhood in N , such that there are no constraints on the
almost complex structure J ∈ JV , i.e. this neighborhood does not intersect
V . More precisely, Y can be chosen as from the set of ω-tame almost complex
structures with no restrictions given by V . Denote this open set by N as
well.
Let η ∈cokerF∗. Consider any x ∈ N with η(x) 6= 0. Then Lemma 3.2.2,
[29], provides a matrix Y0 with the properties
• Y0 = Y
T
0 = J0Y0J0 with J0 the standard almost complex structure
in a local chart and
• Y0[du(x) ◦ i(x)] = η(x).
On N choose any variation Y of J such that Y (u(x)) = Y0. Then define the
map f : N → R by 〈Y ◦ du ◦ i, η〉. Note that f(x) > 0 by definition of Y .
Therefore, we can find an open set N1 in N such that f > 0 on that open
set. Using the local injectivity of the map u and arguing as in [29], we can
find a neighborhood N2 ⊂ N1 and a neighborhood U ⊂ M of u(x0) such
that u−1(U) ⊂ N2. Choose a cutoff function β supported in U such that
β(u(x)) = 1. Hence in particular
(8)
∫
Σ
〈F∗(0, 0, βY ), η〉 > 0
and therefore η(x) = 0. This result holds for any x ∈ N , therefore η vanishes
on an open set.
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As we have assumed η ∈cokerF∗, it follows that
0 =
∫
Σ
〈F∗(0, ξ, 0), η〉 =
∫
Σ
〈Duξ, η〉
for any ξ. Then it follows that D∗uη = 0 and 0 = △η + l.o.t.. Aronszajn’s
theorem allows us to conclude that η = 0 and hence F∗ is surjective.
Thus we have the needed surjectivity for all maps admitting x0 as de-
scribed above: u(x0) 6∈ V and du(x0) 6= 0. As stated before, this last
condition is fulfilled off a finite set of points on Σ. The first holds for any
map u in class A as we have assumed that A 6= V.
Now apply the Sard-Smale theorem to the projection onto the last two
factors of (i, u, J,IA) (If IA = ∅ then only onto the J-factor.). 
As we have seen in the above proof, for the class A = V which may
have representatives which do not lie outside of V , we must be careful. In
particular, it is conceivable, that the particular hypersurface V chosen may
not be generic in the sense of Taubes, i.e. the set JV may contain almost
complex structures for which the linearization of ∂J at the embedding of
V is not surjective. The rest of this section addresses this issue. We begin
by showing that the cokernel of the linearization of the operator ∂J at a
J-holomorphic embedding of V has the expected dimension:
Let j be an almost complex structure on V . Define J jV = {J ∈ JV | J |V =
j} and call any J-holomorphic embedding of V for J ∈ J jV a j-holomorphic
embedding.
Lemma 3.2. Fix a j-holomorphic embedding u : (Σ, i) → (X,J) for some
J ∈ J jV . If dV ≥ 0, then there exists a set J
g,j
V of second category in J
j
V
such that for any J ∈ J g,jV the linearization of ∂i,J at the embedding u is
surjective. If dV < 0, then then there exists a set J
g,j
V of second category in
J jV such that the hypersurface V is rigid in X.
Let us describe the proof before giving the exact proof. We follow ideas
of Section 4, [40]. We need to show that for a fixed embedding u : Σ → X
of V the linearization F∗ of ∂i,J at u has a cokernel of the correct dimension
for generic J ∈ J jV . To do so, we will consider the operator G(ξ, α, J) :=
F∗(α, ξ, 0) at (i, u, J,IA). We will show that the kernel of the linearization
F∗ for non-zero ξ has the expected dimension for generic J and hence the
linearization of ∂i,J at u also has the expected dimension. Note also, that
for any J ∈ J jV , the map u is J-holomorphic.
What is really going on in this construction? The operator F is a section
of a bundle B over U , as described above. The linearization F∗ is a map
defined on H0,1i (TCΣ) × W
k−1,p(u∗TX) × TJV . In our setup, we fix the
complex structure along V and do not allow perturbations of this structure
on V . Hence we remove the infinite dimensional component of the domain
of F∗ and are left with a finite dimensional setup.
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Further, we consider a map U → J jV . In this map, we fix a ”constant
section” u over J jV , i.e. we consider the structure of the tangent spaces along
a fixed j-holomorphic map u while not allowing the almost complex structure
j along V to vary. Note that it is j which makes u pseudoholomorphic. Hence
fixing u is akin to considering a constant section in the bundle U → J jV .
We are only interested in the component of the tangent space along this
section, this corresponds to the tangent space along the moduli space M =
F−1(0) at the point (u, J). However, this is precisely the component of the
kernel of F∗ with Y = 0, i.e. the set of pairs (ξ, α) such that F∗(ξ, α, 0) = 0,
which corresponds to exactly the zeros of G.
When considering the zeros of the map G viewed over J jV , we know from
the considerations above that this is a collection of finite dimensional vector
spaces. We may remove any part of these spaces, so long as we leave an
open set, which suffices to determine the dimension of the underlying space.
Hence, removing ξ = 0, a component along which we cannot use our methods
to determine the dimension of the kernel, still leaves a large enough set to
be able to determine the dimension of the moduli space M.
For this reason, we want to show that the kernel of the linearization F∗ for
non-zero ξ,or equivalently the zero set of G for non-zero ξ, has the expected
dimension max{dV, 0} for generic J ∈ J
j
V .
Proof. The operator G is defined as
W k−1,p(u∗TX)×H0,1i (TCΣ)× J
j
V → L
p(u∗TX ⊗ T 0,1Σ)
(ξ, α, J) 7→ DJuξ +
1
2
J ◦ du ◦ α
where the term DJu =
1
2 (∇ξ + J∇ξ ◦ i) for some J-hermitian connection ∇
on X, say for example the Levi-Civita connection associated to J .
Let (ξ, α, J) be a zero of G. Linearize G at (ξ, α, J):
G∗(γ, µ, Y ) = D
J
uγ +
1
2
∇ξY ◦ du ◦ i+
1
2
J ◦ du ◦ µ.
As stated above, we assume nonvanishing ξ, hence we can assume that
ξ 6= 0 on any open subset. Let η ∈coker G∗. Let x0 ∈ Σ be a point with
η(x0) 6= 0 6= ξ(x0). In a neighborhood of u(x0) ∈ V the tangent bundle TX
splits as TX = NV ⊕ TV with NV the normal bundle to V in X. With
respect to this splitting, the map Y has the form
Y =
(
a b
0 0
)
with all entries J-antilinear and b|V = 0, thus ensuring that V is pseu-
doholomorphic and accounting for the fact that we have fixed the almost
complex structure along V . Thus ∇ξY can have a similar form, but with no
restrictions on the vanishing of components along V .
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Assume η projected to NV is non-vanishing Then we can choose
∇ξY =
(
0 B
0 0
)
at x0 such that B(x0)[du(x0) ◦ i(x0)](v) = η
NV (x0)(v) and B(x0)[du(x0) ◦
i(x0)](v) = η
NV (x0)(v) for a generator v ∈ T
1,0
x0 Σ and where η
NV is the
projection of η to NV . Then, using the same universal model as in the
previous Lemma, we can choose neighborhoods of x0 and a cutoff function
β such that ∫
Σ
〈G∗(0, 0, βY ), η〉 > 0
and thus any element of the cokernel of G∗ must have η
NV = 0. An argument
in [40] shows that the projection of η to TV must also vanish. Therefore
the map G∗ is surjective at the embedding u : Σ→ V .
Thus the set {(ξ, α, J)|G(ξ, α, J) = 0, J ∈ J jV , ξ 6= 0} is a smooth
manifold and we may project onto the last factor. Then applying Sard-
Smale, we obtain a set J g,jV of second category in J
j
V , such that for any
J ∈ J g,jV , the kernel of the linearization of ∂ at non-zero perturbations ξ
of the map u is a smooth manifold of the expected dimension. In the case
dV ≥ 0, this however implies that F∗ at (i, u, J,Ω) is surjective. Therefore,
we have found a set J g,jV of second category in J
j
V such that the linearization
of ∂i,J at u is surjective at all elements of J
g,j
V .
If however dV < 0, then this kernel is generically empty. This implies the
rigidity of the embedding u of V .

In the statement of our result in Lemma 3.2, we fix an embedding u of
the hypersurface V . This is not quite precise, as we are actually fixing the
equivalence class of u in U under orbits of the action of Diff(Σ). However,
given any two embeddings u : (Σ, i) → (X,J) and v : (Σ, i) → (X, J˜) of V
for J, J˜ ∈ J jV , there exists a φ ∈ Diff(Σ) such that u = v ◦φ. Thus, a change
of embedding u will not affect the outcome of Lemma 3.2.
For every almost complex structure j on V the previous results provide
the following:
(1) A set J g,jV of second category in J
j
V with the property that the
linearization of the operator ∂ at a fixed j-holomorphic embedding
of V is surjective (dV ≥ 0) or is injective (dV < 0).
(2) Up to a map φ ∈ Diff(Σ), there is a unique j-holomorphic embedding
of V for all J ∈ J jV .
Therefore, consider the following set:
J gV =
⋃
j
J g,jV ⊂
⋃
j
J jV = JV .
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Note that J gV is actually a disjoint union of sets. The following properties
hold:
(1) The set J gV is dense in JV .
(2) The linearization of the operator ∂ at a fixed j-holomorphic embed-
ding of V is surjective (dV ≥ 0) or is injective (dV < 0) for any
J ∈ J gV .
(3) Up to a map φ ∈ Diff(Σ), there is a unique j-holomorphic embedding
of V .
We can now state the final result concerning genericity that we will need:
Lemma 3.3. (1) dV ≥ 0: Let JV be the subset of pairs (J,IV) which
are non-degenerate for the class V in the sense of Def. 2.8. Then
JV is dense in I.
(2) dV < 0: There exists a dense set JV ⊂ JV such that V is rigid, i.e.
there exist no pseudoholomorphic deformations of V and there are
no other pseudoholomorphic maps in class V.
Proof. To begin, we will replace the set JV by J
g
V which is a dense subset,
as seen from the previous remarks. Further, for any (J,IV), J ∈ J
g
V , we
have surjectivity or injectivity of the linearization at the embedding of V .
Consider the case dV ≥ 0. Fix a j on V . Then consider the set J
g,j
V pro-
vided by Lemma 3.2. The linearization at the embedding of V is surjective
for any J ∈ J g,jV . For any element (i, u, J,IV) of U with u(Σ) 6⊂ V repre-
senting the class V and J ∈ J g,jV , arguments as in the proof of Lemma 3.1
provide the necessary surjectivity. Therefore, there exists a further set J g,jV
of second category in J g,jV ×{ initial data} such that any pair (J,IV) ∈ J
g,j
V
is nondegenerate, i.e. any J-holomorphic curve u(Σ) representing V is non-
degenerate in the sense of Def. 2.8.
Define JV =
⋃
j J
g,j
V . This is a dense subset of J
g,j
V ×{ initial data} such
that any pair (J,IV) ∈ JV is nondegenerate.
If dV < 0, then restrict to J
g
V as well. Thereby we have already ensured
that V is rigid. Now apply the proof of Lemma 3.1 to the universal model U ,
which we modify to allow only maps u : (Σ, i)→ (X,J) such that u(Σ) 6⊂ V .
Then we can find a set JV of second category in J
g
V such that there exist
no maps in class V other than the embedding of V . 
Based on this result, we make the following definition:
Definition 3.4. A symplectic hypersurface V is called stable if dV ≥ 0.
The following positivity result holds for stable hypersurfaces:
Lemma 3.5. Let V and W be two symplectic submanifolds of X such that
V, W ∈ H2(X) satisfy dV ≥ 0 and dW ≥ 0. Then V ·W ≥ 0.
Proof. By assumption, there exist symplectic submanifolds representing the
classes V andW. Taubes’ results state that for a Baire set of almost complex
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structures, the space of submanifolds in each class is non-empty. A Baire
set is a countable intersection of open and dense sets. Thus, intersecting
the two Baire sets for V and W, we obtain again a countable intersection
of open and dense sets, in particular we obtain a dense set. Choosing a J
from this set, we have J-holomorphic embedded representatives of V and
W which must intersect non-negatively. Hence V ·W ≥ 0.

If one of the two manifolds is non-stable, this result no longer holds.
Consider a −4-sphere obtained by blowing up a point in X to obtain an
exceptional sphere e1 and then blowing up three distinct points on this
sphere to obtain a −4-sphere V . This procedure leads to [e1] ·V = −1.
4. The Structure of KV (J,IA)
The goal of this Section is to show that for symplectic hypersurfaces V
the spaces KV (J,IA) are smooth, finite, compact spaces which behave well
under perturbations of J and the initial data. These results will provide the
foundation for the proof of Prop. 2.14. We begin with the smoothness of
KV (J,IA), this will follow almost directly from the results of the previous
Section.
To show compactness, we will analyse the behavior of limit curves. We will
show that for generic (J,IA) the limit curve is always a smooth non-multiply
covered embedded symplectic submanifold, with the possible exception of
the multiply toroidal case. That case will be addressed separately at the
end of this Section.
4.1. Smoothness. The results of the previous section allow us to prove the
following :
Lemma 4.1. Fix A ∈ H2(X) not multiply toroidal and a class [IA]. There
is a set of second category U ⊂ JV × [IA] such that for any pair (J,IA) ∈ U
the preimage under the projection
(i, u, J,IA)→ (J,IA)
contains only simple embeddings (E = ∅).
Proof. This follows from a dimension count on the index of the associated
operator. 
Moreover, a similar dimension count as well as the Sard-Smale Theorem
applied to the projection (i, u, J,IA)→ (J,IA) proves
Lemma 4.2. Fix A ∈ H2(X) and a class [IA]. There is a set of second
category U ⊂ JV × [IA] with the following properties: When a pair (J,IA)
is chosen from U , then
(1) KV (J,IA) is empty if dA < 0 and A 6= V.
(2) If IA is proper, then KV (J,IA) is a smooth 0-dimensional manifold
and each point is non-degenerate.
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(3) Assume A is not multiply toroidal. There is an open neighborhood
of pairs in JV × [IA] such that every pair therein obeys the previ-
ous assertions and the number of points in K is invariant in this
neighborhood.
Remark: In particular, this result also holds for the class V. Similar
results have been proven by Jabuka, see [14].
Due to this result, we will from now on assume that dA ≥ 0.
4.2. Compactness. We would now like to show, that every sequence of
submanifolds
{Cm, Jm, (IA)m}
with (IA)m a proper set of initial data in a fixed class [IA] for allm, Jm ∈ JV
and Cm a point in the corresponding K for every m has a subsequence that
converges to a J-holomorphic submanifold C in class A provided that the
limit point of (Jm, (IA)m), denoted by (J,IA), is chosen from a suitable
Baire set in JV × [IA].
We consider first some generic results concerning the behavior of the limit
curve obtained by Gromov convergence. Consider a pseudoholomorphic
curve C = ∪Ci composed of embedded submanifolds subject to the restric-
tions imposed by a fixed set of initial data IA. Assume for the moment, that
we have a J-holomorphic map f : Σ→ X representing the class A such that
its image is C. To any multiply covered component we assign its multiplicity
mi and replace the map f : Σi → X by a simple map φi : Σi → X with the
same image. The same is done to any two components with the same image.
The result is a collection of tuples {(φi,Σi,mi)} with the same image as f .
Moreover, we can replace the pair (φi,Σi) by its image Ci. Furthermore,
denoting Ai = [Ci], we obtain A =
∑
imiAi. We must allow for the pos-
sibility, that one of the Ai = V. We therefore consider the decomposition
A =
∑
imiAi +mV, now assuming that Ai 6= V for all i.
If we are in the case V2 < 0 and dV ≥ 0, then V
2 = −1, dV = 0 and
g(V) = 0. This follows from standard arguments:
Lemma 4.3. Let B ∈ H2(X) with B
2 < 0 and dB ≥ 0. Then for generic
J ∈ JV there exist no embedded irreducible curves in class B unless B
2 = −1
and g = 0.
Proof. Assume dB ≥ 0. This implies Kω ·B ≤ B
2 < 0. Using the adjunction
formula to determine Kω ·B provides the estimate B
2 ≥ Kω ·B ≥ 2g−2−B
2
which leads to g = 0. By assumption 0 > B2, hence B2 = Kω · B = −1.
The result now follows from Lemma 4.2. 
As discussed in Section 2.5, the limit curve C may have components lying
in V . However, by Lemma 2.11, we can generically avoid such curves. This,
together with Lemma 3.3, restricts the appearance of curves in class mV,
in particular in the non-stable case. This issue will be considered in detail
in the following.
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Let us consider briefly the case A = V and dV < 0: Then the results
in Section 3.2 show, that for generic almost complex structures, the only
curve in class A is V . Therefore, for generic J ∈ JV , KV (J,IA = ∅) = ∅ by
Lemma 2.11.
Due to the remark preceding Lemma 4.3 we consider the following two
cases:
• dV ≥ 0 and V
2 ≥ 0 and
• dV < 0 or V
2 = −1, dV = 0.
dV ≥ 0 and V
2 ≥ 0. Consider a sequence {Cm, Jm, (IA)m}. Then
Gromov compactness gives us a finite set of data {(ϕi,Σi,mi,Ii)} with Σi
a connected compact Riemann surface, ϕi a J-holomorphic map from Σi to
X which is an embedding off of a finite set of points which may map into
V or contact V in accordance with the data given by Ii and mi ∈ N. We
choose (J,IA) from a Baire set as discussed in the previous section, such that
ϕi(Σi)∩ϕj(Σj) is finite for i 6= j in accordance with the intersection product
on homology for the classes Aj, Ai. Furthermore, denoting the push forward
of the fundamental class of Σi by Ai, we obtain A =
∑
miAi and the image
∪ϕi(Σi) is connected and contacts all the data in IA. Moreover, ∪Ii = IA.
This implies that
∑
i d
i
k = dk (k ∈ {1, 2}) and
∑
i l
i
k = lk (k ∈ {1, 2, 3}).
Further, we may assume that 2di1+d
i
2− l
i
2−2l
i
3 ≤ 2(dAi− lAi) for each set Ii.
This condition simply states that the dimension of the moduli space is larger
than the degrees of the insertions, thus guaranteeing that curves exist. An
inequality in the opposite direction would provide too many constraints on
curves in class Ai, thus effectively ruling out the existence of such a curve
for generic J .
Consider any two pairs of points on V with a prescribed contact order
given in the initial data. These must stay separate in the limit, as all of the
initial data {IA}m lies in the same proper class for all m as does the limit
set IA. Moreover, the components they lie in cannot limit to a multiple
cover of the same curve, otherwise this component would need to meet more
points than given by lAi . In particular, this implies that
∑
i lAi ≥ lA.
The properness of the initial data IA as well as our estimate on the data
in Ii allows the first estimate, the fact that ∪Ii = IA and
∑
i lAi ≥ lA the
final equality:
(9) 2
∑
dAi ≥
∑
2di1 + d
i
2 − l
i
2 − 2l
i
3 + 2lAi = 2dA.
We have thus shown, that there is a Baire set of pairs (J,IA) such that
(10)
∑
i
dAi ≥ dA.
On the other hand, the following Lemma (primarily proven by Taubes [39],
see also [4]) holds, we provide a proof suited to the situation at hand:
Lemma 4.4. For generic pairs (J,IA), either
∑
dAi < dA or one of the
following hold:
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(1) {Cm} has a subsequence which converges to a J-holomorphic sub-
manifold C with fundamental class A. Moreover, the limit curve C
intersects V locally positively and transversely.
(2) A is multiply toroidal. Furthermore, the data given by Gromov con-
vergence consists of one triple (ϕ1,Σ1,m1) where Σ1 is a torus, ϕi
embeds Σ1 and A = m1A1. This includes the case A = mV if V is
square 0 torus.
(3) Except possibly if A = mV (m ≥ 1) and V is a square 0 torus,
C 6⊂ V .
Proof. We decompose the class A as before, however distinguishing two types
of classes as follows: Let Bi denote components with negative square, Ai
components with nonnegative square. Then write A = mV+
∑
miBi+riAi.
In the following we will allow the case A = mV.
Lemma 4.3 ensures, that we can find a generic set of almost complex
structures such that B2i = −1 and g(Bi) = 0 for all i. This in particular
ensures, that Bi 6= Bj for i 6= j due to positivity of intersections. Moreover,
if A · Bi < 0 for some i, then we may assume that this holds for Cm with
sufficiently large m in the sequence {Cm, Jm, (IA)m}. However, each Cm
is a connected Jm-holomorphic submanifold representing A, hence again by
positivity of intersections, A · Bi < 0 can only occur if A = miBi for some
i. In particular, A 6= V. Again, by Lemma 4.3, it follows that mi = 1
generically. Thus A would be represented by an embedded submanifold and
the proof is done.
Assume in the following, that A ·Bi ≥ 0 for all i. Lemma 4.2 shows, that
we can find a generic set of pairs (J,IA) such that dAi ≥ 0 for each curve in
class Ai, the same holds for V by assumption.
Further, if dAi ≥ 0 and A
2
i ≥ 0, then driAi ≥ 0 for any positive integer ri:
0 ≤ 2dAi ≤ 2ridAi = −Kω · (riAi) + riAi ·Ai ≤
≤ −Kω · (riAi) + r
2
iAi · Ai = 2driAi .
Note that this holds in particular for mV.
For such a generic choice of (J,IA), let C be a connected curve represent-
ing A, which meets the initial data IA. Then
2dA = −Kω · (mV) +
∑
i
−Kω · (miBi) +
∑
i
−Kω · (riAi)+
+m2V2 +
∑
i
m2iB
2
i +
∑
i
r2iA
2
i + 2
∑
i
mV ·miBi + 2
∑
i
mV · riAi+
+2
∑
i>j
mimjBi ·Bj + 2
∑
i>j
mirjBi ·Aj + 2
∑
i>j
rirjAi · Aj
≥ 2mdV + (m
2 −m)V2 + 2
∑
i
ridAi + 2
∑
i
mV · riAi + 2
∑
i>j
rirjAi · Aj+
+
∑
i
(m2i −mi)B
2
i +2
∑
i>j
mimjBi ·Bj +2
∑
i>j
mirjBi ·Aj +2
∑
i
mV ·miBi.
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Consider the terms in the last line. Recalling that B2i = −1, they can be
rewritten as∑
i
2miA ·Bi − 2m
2
iB
2
i + (m
2
i −mi)B
2
i =
∑
i
2miA · Bi +m
2
i +mi ≥ 0
and thus we obtain the estimate
2dA ≥ 2dV + 2
∑
i
dAi .
Hence either dA > dV +
∑
i dAi or the following hold:
• mi = 0 for all i, i.e. there are no components of negative square,
• Ai ·Aj = 0 = Ai ·V for i 6= j,
• m = 1 or dV = 0 and V
2 = 0 and
• ri = 1 or dAi = 0 and A
2
i = 0.
The limit curve is connected as we started with a connected curve. The
second result shows that A = rA1 or A = mV. The last two refine this to
show that the curve C representing A is an embedded J-holomorphic sub-
manifold with a single non-multiply covered connected component meeting
the initial data IA with J ∈ JV or dA = 0.
Thus we are done if A 6= V and dA > 0. Now consider the following cases:
(1) A 6= V and dA = 0: The results above show that this implies either
A = mV with m ≥ 2 and V2 = 0, i.e. A is multiply toroidal or that
A 6= mV is (multiply) toroidal or A is represented by an embedded
J-holomorphic submanifold as stated above. In the latter two cases
we have C 6⊂ V .
(2) A = V: The limit curve is clearly an embedded curve under all
circumstances, only its placement relative to V is an issue. If C 6= V ,
then we are done. If C = V , then either a generic choice of IA
will prevent this limit from occurring due to dimension reasons, see
Lemma 2.11, or V is a square 0 torus.
If A · V > 0, we can perturb C to be transverse to V , see [26], [27]. If
A ·V = 0, then either the curves do not meet or we are in the toroidal case
again.

4.3. Non-stable Hypersurfaces and Exceptional Curves. Assume that
V is non-stable or that V is an exceptional sphere. We would like to argue
as in the stable case. However, now the case Ai = V must be given separate
consideration. Lemma 3.3 resp. results on exceptional curves show, that
we can find a generic set of almost complex structures, such that V is rigid
and there are no other curves in class V. In the following, we choose only
complex structures from this set.
As before, we can consider a sequence {Cm, Jm, (IA)m} and obtain the
same result as above from Gromov compactness with one exception: The
case Ai = V with mi ≥ 1 must be considered closer: Even though we are
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working in the case dV < 0, it is possible for a multiple class mV to have
dmV ≥ 0. For this reason, we will distinguish the following two objects:
(1) Classes Ai = V with mi > 1 which correspond to components of
the curve C in class mV, but which are NOT multiple covers of a
submanifold in class V. If V2 < 0, then positivity of intersections
shows that any curve C can contain at most one component in class
mV for allm and this component must coincide with the manifold V
(It could be a multiple cover of course.). This situation was studied
in greater generality in [2]. Furthermore, if V2 ≥ 0 and a class
Ai = mV occurs, then the results of Lemma 3.1 apply. We may
therefore assume , that A2i ≥ 0 in the following.
(2) The specific ”class” mV which corresponds to components which
have as their image the hypersurface V . (Of course, the homology
class associated to this ”class” is mV. We wish to emphasize the
distinction between the geometric object associated to this ”class”
and the previous one.) This can only occur if dmV < 0.
Note further, that we can choose our almost complex structures such that
the components corresponding to mV are rigid, while those in miV are not.
Such a decomposition is not necessary in the case dV ≥ 0, as V acts no
differently than any other curve in the class V. In the current situation, the
specific hypersurface V is singled out in the class, while all others can be
excluded.
Lemma 2.11 allows us to exclude curves of the second type for generic
initial data.
Moreover, if V is an exceptional sphere, dmV < 0 if m ≥ 2. Hence this
rules out any classes of first type for exceptional curves. Any appearance of
the class V in a decomposition of A must therefore stem from a cover of V
as there is but one representative of V.
Hence, in all cases the calculations from the previous section apply. We
again obtain an embedded curve or A is multiply toroidal. This proves
compactness of the relative space RV (J,IA) in this case.
The compactness results from this section are summarized in the following
Lemma:
Lemma 4.5. Fix a symplectic hypersurface V , a class A ∈ H2(X) and as-
sume A is not (multiply) toroidal. Then there exists a set of second category
U ⊂ JV × [IA] with the following properties: When a pair (J,IA) is chosen
from U , then
(1) KV (J,IA) is a finite collection of points.
(2) Any submanifold in KV (J,IA) meets V locally positively and trans-
versely.
(3) C 6⊂ V
(4) Assertion 1 is an open condition in JV × [IA].
Proof. Assertions (2) and (3) are proven in the previous Section by direct
calculation. Moreover, these calculations show also that with the exception
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of multiply toroidal classes, the spaces KV are compact. Together with
Lemma 4.2 it follows that K is finite. Furthermore, a direct application of
the implicit function theorem gives part 2 of the Lemma.

5. The relative Ruan Invariant
This section is devoted to the precise definition of the relative Ruan in-
variant. We first describe how to define a number associated to the spaces
KV (A, J,IA). In the following, we show that this is a deformation invariant
of the symplectic structure ω on X.
Let V be a stable symplectic hypersurface. The constructions in this
section again assume that no curves can limit into the fixed hypersurface V .
Moreover, throughout we assume that A is not multiply toroidal.
5.1. The number RuV (A, [IA]). For a fixed A ∈ H2(X) which is not mul-
tiply toroidal, consider the set KV (J,IA) for generic pairs (J,IA) and a fixed
class [IA]. Then define the number
(11) RuV (A, [IA]) =
∑
C∈KV (J,IA)
r(C,IA).
5.2. The Definition of r(C,I). This number is determined through an
analysis of the behavior of the operator D (Eq. 5) under perturbation to a
C-linear operator. The methods used in this Section can be found in Kato
[15] (Chaps. II and VII), McDuff-Salamon [29] (Appendix A) and the papers
of Taubes in [39]. To fully understand this, consider the set FR of real linear
Fredholm operators from a Banach space X to a Banach space Y of index
n. This space can be decomposed into components Fk
R
consisting of those
operators with kernel of dimension k. The minimal codimension of Fk+1
R
in
Fk
R
is given by
(12) n+ 2k + 1.
Consider now a real analytic perturbation of D. More precisely, consider
a path of operators At : [0, 1]→ FR with the following properties:
(1) At depends real-analytically on the parameter t,
(2) A0 = D,
(3) At −A0 is a bounded 0th order deformation of D and
(4) A1 is C-linear.
The third condition ensures that we stay in FR, more precisely we even
stay within the set of elliptic operators, as D is elliptic. Moreover, each
of the operators has compact resolvent. The operator D is not C− but
R−linear, thus we view it formally as a map between the underlying real
bundles. However, each of these bundles carries a holomorphic structure,
hence we can consider an analytical extension of this path. This can be
achieved by choosing a Sobolev completion of the domain and the range of
the operator D making D a bounded operator. Then we can extend this real
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analytical perturbation to an analytical perturbation over a domain U ⊂ C
containing [0, 1] in its interior. This can be done such that the analytical
perturbation preserves the third condition above. This is now a perturbation
in FC. Applying the results in Kato, in particular Sections II.1 and VII.1,
we conclude that for the real analytic path At the following hold:
(1) Either the kernel of At is nonempty for all t or it is nonempty for
at most finitely many t. This result is relevant in the case n = 0
and k = 0: The path At will intersect the component with kernel
of dimension ≥ 1 transversally. Moreover, the dimension count 12
shows that we can choose generic perturbations which intersect only
the component with k = 1 but not any components with k ≥ 2. Note
that A1 is C-linear, hence the kernel at t = 1 cannot have dimension
1.
(2) The dimension of the kernel of At can only change at a finite num-
ber of t. If n ≥ 1 or k ≥ 1, then we can again choose a generic
perturbation which will not intersect any of the higher codimension
components.
Hence, we can choose a generic real analytical path At such that for
(n, k) = (0, 0) we have only a finite number of t at which the kernel has
dimension 1 and for n ≥ 1 or k ≥ 1 we can ensure that the dimension of the
kernel is preserved along the whole path over [0, 1].
We shall always assume that we have chosen an almost complex structure
J such that D has trivial cokernel. Hence we consider only n = k in the
following. This implies that for a fixed value n, objects with a larger kernel
will be of codimension 3k+1 at least. This allows the following constructions:
• If n > 0, any continuous path connecting D = A0 to a C-linear
operator and a generic real analytical path At as described above
bound a disk such that every operator in the disk has the same size
kernel and cokernel. In particular, we can use the kernel of A1,
which as a C-linear operator carries a natural orientation induced
by J , to uniformly orient all of the kernels in the disk. Moreover, as
this orientation is defined by the almost complex structure J , we can
choose any generic C-linear operator and obtain the same orientation
of ker(D).
• If n = 0, then two paths can differ by the number of crossing points
of the codimension 1 stratum F1
R
. However, each curve connecting D
and A1 must have the same number of crossings mod 2 for a generi-
cally chosen A1. Moreover, the almost complex structure orients the
0-dimensional kernel of any C-linear operator, this orientation must
be equivalent and is given by associating ±1 to each point in the
kernel. Hence any path connecting two C-linear operators A1 and
A′1 must cross the stratum F
1
R
an even number of times, i.e. any
point which has its orientation reversed must have it reversed again.
Thus the number of crossings mod 2 is generically independent of
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the choice of A1. This defines the spectral flow mod 2 for a real
analytical path: Let N be the number of crossing points, then the
spectral flow mod 2 for the path At is (−1)
N .
Now consider any continuous path with N number of crossings.
Then as in the case n > 0, any real analytical path At with N
crossings of the same stratum bound a disk. Thus the spectral flow
can be computed for a generic continuous path.
We have shown that this number is independent of the generic
choice of continuous path and endpoint.
This is the general setup for our definition of r(C,I). We assume in the
following discussion, that C 6= V .
dA = 0: Choose the C-linear operator A1 such that it has trivial kernel
and cokernel. This can be achieved generically because A1 is C-linear and
the dimension count 12. Now define
(13) r(C,I) = (−1)N
for a generic continuous path At connecting D and A1. Note in particu-
lar, that we can use the path to define an orientation on the kernel of D
determined by the almost complex structure.
dA > 0 To each point in the initial data IA we will assign a space as
follows:
• Ωd1 : To each point z ∈ Ωd1 associate the fiberN |z of the normal bun-
dle N of the curve C. This defines a direct sum Ed1 = ⊕z∈Ωd1N |z.
• Γd2 : Consider the intersection point of the curve C and an element
γ ∈ Γd2 . Through a slight perturbation of γ, we may assume that
γ intersects C in such a manner, that the quotient N |z/Tγ is well
defined. In other words, by perturbing slightly, we ensure that Tγ|z
is a line in the normal bundle fiber over z. Then associate to each
γ the space gγ = N |z/Tγ. Each gγ is oriented, hence the space
Ed2 = ⊕γ∈Γd2gγ is an oriented ordered direct sum of oriented lines.
• Ωl1 : This set consists of pairs, as will all of the following sets. They
consist of a geometric datum and an intersection order. Recall the
definition of the map Gk given by Def 4. To each pair (z, s) associate
the space N |z ⊗ Ss. This space is again oriented. Hence El1 =
⊕(z,s)∈Ωl1N |z ⊗ Ss is oriented.
• Γl2 : Assign the space El2 = ⊕(γ,s)∈Γl2gγ ⊗ Ss.
• Υl3 : In this set, we make no restrictions on the contact location with
V . Note that Sk not only encodes contact order, but also encodes
a location in the hypersurface V , see the discussion in Section 2.1.
Hence we define the space El3 = ⊕(V,s)∈Υl3Ss. The corresponding
evaluation map is similar to the one constructed in Section 2.1, we
do not specify a fiber FCz .
Consider the linear map H : ker(D)→ Ed1 ⊕Ed2 ⊕El1 ⊕El2 ⊕El3 , which
is composed of evaluation maps and maps Gk defined in Def. 4. Choose a
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generic continuous path At and use this path to orient ker(D) as described
above. Then H is a map between oriented vector spaces, moreover our
calculations in the previous Sections show that this map is an isomorphism
for suitably generic (J,I). Define
(14) r(C,I) = sign(det(H)).
Lemma 5.1. For generic (J,I) ∈ JV×[I] the number r(C,I) is well-defined
when C ∈ KV (J,I) .
Proof. We need to show that the linear map has a determinant with a well-
defined sign for generic (J,I) ∈ JV × [I]. This follows from the genericity
results obtained in the previous Sections and the homotopy properties dis-
cussed above.

Note that this definition agrees with Taubes’ definition if lA = 0 as well as
in the case IA = ∅, albeit with a different underlying set of almost complex
structures.
5.3. Invariant Properties of RuV (A, [IA]). Given the triple (X,V, ω) we
denote its symplectic isotopy class by [X,V, ω]. This class contains all triples
(X, V˜ , ω˜) such that there exists a smooth one parameter family (X,Vt, ωt)
with
(1) (X,V0, ω0) = (X,V, ω),
(2) (X,V1, ω1) = (X, V˜ , ω˜),
(3) ωt ∈ S
Vt
X and
(4) [ωt] = [ω] ∈ H
2(X).
The triple (X,V, ω) is deformation equivalent to (X˜, V˜ , ω˜) if there exists a
diffeomorphism φ : X˜ → X such that [X˜, φ−1(V ), φ∗(ω)] = [X˜, V˜ , ω˜].
Theorem 5.2. The number RuV (A, [IA]) depends only on the deformation
class of (X,V, ω), the class A ∈ H2(X), the initial class [IA] and the ordering
of the data in the sets Γ∗. In particular, it does not depend on a particular
choice of (J,IA).
The proof of this Theorem will occupy the rest of this Section. To begin,
we consider the deformation invariance. Consider a family of symplectic
forms {ωt} parametrized by [0, 1]. Let (J0,I
0
A), (J1,I
1
A) ∈ JV × [IA] be two
pairs associated to ω0 and ω1 such that J∗ is compatible with ω∗, (J∗,I
∗
A)
is suitably generic in the sense of the previous Sections and [I1A] = [I
0
A].
Definition 5.3. Define the set Γ({ωt}, [IA]) to be the space of smooth
sections s = {(t, Jt,I
t
A)} over [0, 1] such that
(1) Jt is ωt-compatible,
(2) ItA ∈ [IA] and
(3) at t = 0, 1 we have the triples (0, J0,I
0
A) and (1, J1,I
1
A) with the
associated pairs chosen above.
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The purpose of the following is to show that the number RuV (A, [IA]) is
an invariant of the deformation class of the symplectic structure ω on X. To
prove this, we will extend the universal space U . Define a universal space Y
similar to U consisting of Diff(Σ) orbits of a 5-tuple (i, u, t, J,IA) with the
following additional properties:
• For t = 0, 1, only the values for (J,IA) chosen initially are allowed.
• For each corresponding pair of curves γ0, γ1 in the respective sets
Γd2 , fix a smooth cobordism Xγ of γ0 to γ1. Repeat the same for the
relative curves: For each corresponding pair of data (γ0, s), (γ1, s)
in the respective sets Γl2 , fix a smooth cobordism Xγ of γ0 to γ1.
Require the intersection points of the image of u and the data in
Γtd2 ∪ Γ
t
l2
to lie on the submanifold
∏
γ∈Γd2∪Γl2
Xγ ⊂ X
d2+l2 .
For a fixed section s ∈ Γ({ωt}, [IA]), define the space Ξs via the pull-back
diagram
Ξs Y
s JV × [IA]
✲
❄
❄
pi
✲
T
In other words, Ξs is the collection of pairs (t, C) of t ∈ [0, 1] and subman-
ifolds C, such that for each t, the submanifold C ∈ K(s(t)) and meets the
submanifold
∏
γ∈Γd2∪Γl2
Xγ as described above.
Lemma 5.4. Fix a smooth family {ωt}. Then there exists a Baire set U ∈
JV ×[IA] such that any two points in U can be joined by a section s : [0, 1]→
Γ({ωt}, [IA]) such that Ξs is a smooth 1-dimensional manifold. If A is not
multiply toroidal, then Ξs is compact.
The proof of this Lemma will rely on the following result: Consider the
following pull-back diagram
X Y
Γ({ωt}, [IA]) JV × [IA]
✲
❄ ❄
pi
✲
T
where T is the evaluation map and π is the projection onto the last two
components.
Lemma 5.5. The map π is transverse to T .
Proof. As in Section 3.2, we will need to distinguish the cases A 6= V and
A = V. In the former case, the results of Section 3.2 immediately show that
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the differential of π is surjective. In the latter case, we need to again be
wary of ξ = 0, which is not in the image of dπ. However, the differential
of the evaluation map T can attain this value, hence again transversality is
attained.

We now turn our attention to the proof of Lemma 5.4:
Proof. The previous Lemma ensures that the pull-back space X is a smooth
manifold. Consider the map P : X → Γ({ωt}, [IA]). Applying the Sard-
Smale Theorem to this map proves the smoothness of the space Ξs as well
as the claim on the dimension. The compactness of this space follows from
the arguments on compactness in Section 4.

This shows that the spaces of connected submanifolds KV (J,I) are in-
variant under deformation of the symplectic structure and do not depend
upon the particular choice of J or I. Moreover, it is clear that these spaces
depend on the class [I] and the ordering of this class.
Hence, RuV (A, [IA]) is an invariant of the deformation class of the sym-
plectic structure and otherwise depends on A, the hypersurface V and the
ordered initial class [IA].
Remark:
(1) Thus far, the relative Ruan invariant is defined when A is not mul-
tiply toroidal. If we consider multiply toroidal A, then Taubes has
shown that already in the absolute case it is not possible to define a
meaningful invariant allowing only connected curves. This first step
towards an invariant for disconnected curves will be taken in Section
6.
(2) Motivated by the work by Maulik and Pandharipande ([24]), it is
natural to ask, whether the relative Ruan invariant depends not on
the deformation class of (X,V, ω), but actually only on the class V.
In particular, it would not depend on the precise choice of V . This
would have interesting ramifications, see for example the result for
K3 surfaces in Thm. 5.12. The result in [24] relies on the induced
mapping H∗(V ) → H∗(X), which in our 4-manifold setting is only
interesting on the level of H1. In particular, if we have no insertions
in H1 or if X is simply connected, then this condition would be triv-
ially fulfilled for any representative of V and hence this map would
provide no way to distinguish between different representatives of
the class V. Furthermore, the rank of the skew-symmetric part of
the restriction of the intersection pairing to the pull back of H1(X)
to H1(V ) was shown to depend only on the class A, see [21]. Thus,
we are led to ask the following question:
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Question 5.6. On a symplectic 4-manifold, can we find two hyper-
surfaces V1 and V2 representing the class V, such that the images of
H1(V1) and H
1(V2) in H
1(X) differ?
5.4. Some Calculations.
5.4.1. Genus 0 Curves. In this section we consider relative Ruan invariants
in genus 0 relative to submanifolds V with dV ≥ 0. Unless otherwise stated,
we assume that X is not rational or ruled. It was shown in [22] that all rel-
ative Gromov-Witten invariants of (X,ω) in genus 0 vanish if X is minimal.
These invariants are concerned with connected curves representing the class
A. Moreover, the proof in [22] shows, that for curves of genus 0 not only do
the GW-invariants vanish, but for generic (J,IA) the spaces underlying the
invariants are empty. Hence all relative Ruan invariants are trivial as well
for genus 0 classes if X is minimal. Moreover, the proof in [22] shows, that
if X is non-minimal, then generically the only possible genus 0 connected
curves are embedded −1-spheres. Hence, we consider only classes A = E of
an exceptional sphere.
For each exceptional curve class E we can state the following: For each J ∈
JV there is a unique symplectic submanifold representing the exceptional
curve. Hence it follows that
(15) KV (E, J,IE) =
{
(E, 1,IE) V · E > 0
∅ otherwise
and
(16) IE =
{
ΥE·VV V · E > 0
∅ otherwise
.
These results follow from the uniqueness of exceptional curves and Lemma
2.6.
If V ·E ≤ 0, then the relative Ruan invariant vanishes. In the remaining
case, the calculation of r(Ei, 1,Ii) relies on a path of operators, as described
in Section 5, which corresponds to a change in complex structure on the
normal bundles. This path can have only a finite number of points at which
the kernel of the operator has dimension greater than 0. This however would
imply the existence of more than one exceptional curve for certain almost
complex structures, which we can rule out topologically. Hence r(Ei, 1,Ii) =
1. It follows that
(17) RuV (A, [IA]) = 1.
Hence we have proven
Theorem 5.7. Let X be a non-rational, non-ruled symplectic 4-manifold
and V a symplectic hypersurface. Let A · V > 0 and the genus of A as
determined by the adjunction formula be 0. Denote the exceptional curves
of X by Ei. Then
(18) RuV (A, [IA]) =
{
1 if A = Ei,
0 otherwise.
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It should be noted, that V · E < 0 can only occur if V is non-stable, see
Lemma 3.5.
5.4.2. Algebraic K3-surfaces. Let X be a K3 surface, i.e. a surface with
trivial canonical bundle and b1 = 0. In [24] the authors consider relative
invariants for a K3 surface relative to a quartic in an application of the
sum formula for Gromov-Witten invariants. It is striking, that the only
invariants which are non-trivial, are those where the class of the divisor V
and the class of the relative curve A are the same. In the following, we
provide some explanation for this behavior.
K3 surfaces have been extensively studied and much is known about their
moduli. We review briefly some facts and introduce notation, details can be
found in [1].
For a K3 surface, the Betti numbers take the values b1 = 0 and b2 = 22.
The group H2(X,Z) is an even unimodular lattice with a quadratic form
q given by the intersection pairing. This pairing has signature (3, 19) and
hence is isomorphic to the pairing (·, ·) given by L = 3H ⊕ 2(−E8). Fix
a lattice isomorphism φ : (H2(X,Z), q) → L, a K3 surface with a fixed
choice of φ is called a marked K3 surface. The period of a marked K3
surface X is given by a choice of [J ] ∈ L⊗C ∼= H2(X,C) such that φ−1C ([J ])
generates H2,0(X,C), where φC is the extension of φ to L ⊗ C. This also
determines a complex structure on X, as we have the Hodge decomposition
H2(X,C) = H2,0(X) ⊕H1,1(X) ⊕H0,2(X). In other words, after fixing φ,
the period is given by a point in P(L ⊗ C). In particular, we define the
period domain Ω to be
Ω = {[J ] ∈ P(L⊗ C) | ([J ], [J ]) = 0, ([J ], [J ]) > 0}.
The global Torelli theorem, originally proven by [33], states that every point
in Ω corresponds to a marked K3 surface. We define a period map τ1 :M1 →
Ω from an analytic, non-Hausdorff, smooth space M1 parametrizing marked
K3 surfaces. This map can be refined slightly as follows: Together with the
period point [J ], we can choose a Ka¨hler class κ ∈ H1,1(X,R). In particular,
κ is characterised by the existence of a positive definite, with respect to q,
plane E([J ]) ⊂ H2(X,C), such that q(κ,E([J ])) = 0 and q(κ, κ) > 0. Define
the set
KΩ = {(κ, [J ]) ∈ (L⊗ R)×Ω | (κ,E([J ])) = 0, (κ, κ) > 0}
where we define E([J ]) to be the span of {Re[J ], Im[J ]}. Then the set
(KΩ)0 = {(κ, [J ]) ∈ KΩ | (κ, d) 6= 0 for any d with (d, d) = −2, ([J ], d) = 0}
is open in KΩ and the refined period map τ2 :M2 → (KΩ)
0 from a smooth
Hausdorff analytic space M2 parametrizing marked pairs (X,κ) is an iso-
morphism. This map is defined by τ2(X,κ) = (φC(κ), τ1(X)). In particular,
this isomorphism provides the following result:
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Lemma 5.8. e ∈ PX is a Ka¨hler class if and only if there is a q-positive
definite 2−plane U in H2(X,R) such that e ⊥ U , and q(e, d) 6= 0 for any
integral class d in H2(X,Z) with q(d, d) = −2 and d ⊥ U .
The following Theorem is referred to as the Lefschetz (1,1) Theorem:
Theorem 5.9. (Thm IV.2.13, [1])
Pic(X) = H1,1(X) ∩H2(X,Z)
In particular, for any class A ∈ Pic(X) with A2 ≥ −2, either A or −A
is effective. Note that Pic(X) depends strongly on the complex structure,
in fact, the rank of Pic(X), denoted ρ(X,J), can take all values in [1, 20].
Therefore, consider the following Lemma:
Lemma 5.10. Let X be the K3-surface and A ∈ H2(X,Z) with A2 ≥ 0.
Then there exist complex structures on X such that A lies in the image of
Pic(X) in H2(X,C).
Proof. By Theorem 5.9, we need to show that A ∈ H1,1(X) for some de-
composition given by a complex structure J .
If A2 > 0, then A is a Ka¨hler class and the complex structure determined
by the plane U from Lemma 5.8 ensures A ∈ Pic(X).
Consider now the case A2 = 0. We shall make use of a nice feature for K3
surfaces, namely the existence of a hyperka¨hler metric g. Let X be a marked
K3 surface with complex structure J determined by the marking and fix a
Ka¨hler class ω. Then there exists a unique hyperka¨hler metric g of class ω.
Moreover, this metric induces a family of complex structures parameterized
by the unit sphere of the imaginary quaternions and a corresponding family
of Ka¨hler forms. Denote this sphere by S2(g), and for each u ∈ S2(g),
denote the corresponding Ka¨hler form by ωu. The span F of the ωu is a
3−dimensional positive-definite subspace of H2(X,R) (with a basis given by
{ωI , ωJ , ωK}). Let F
⊥ be the orthogonal complement of F , thenH2(X,R) =
F ⊕ F⊥ as b+ = 3. In fact, H1,1u = R[ωu]⊕ F
⊥. Moreover, J ∈ S2(g).
If A2 = 0, then A·e > 0 for some Ka¨hler class e. Define the Grassmannian
Gr+A,e of positive definite 2-planes which are orthogonal to A and e. This
Grassmannian is nonempty by Prop 3.1, [3]. Any element therein defines a
complex structure such that A ∈ H1,1(X,R). 
In the following, assume that V is a submanifold in a K3 surface X such
that there exists a complex structure J ∈ JV making (X,J) a complex
surface and V a divisor. In particular, V lies in the Ne´ron-Severi lattice
of (X,J). We will call such a curve V an algebraic curve. Lemma 5.10
shows that such submanifolds exist for any class with non negative square.
In particular this implies that the Picard number ρ(X,J) ≥ 1; K3-surfaces
with this property are called algebraic K3-surfaces.
Assume V is an algebraic curve. Then there exists a point J ∈ JV which
corresponds to a marking of X. More precisely, let J cV ⊂ JV denote the
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subset of integrable almost complex structures. Define the set
ΩV = {[J ] ∈ Ω | [J ] ·V = 0},
this describes those markings of X which make a submanifold in the class
V algebraic. Then our assumption implies J cV ∩ ΩV 6= ∅. Moreover, the
following theorem shows that there exist markings such that the Z-module
〈V〉 ⊂ L is the Ne´ron-Severi lattice of X and that such points are dense in
ΩV:
Theorem 5.11. (Cor II.12.5.3, [35]; see also [31], [32]) Given a sublattice
H of L of rank r such that the bilinear form restricted to H has signature
(1, r − 1), r ≤ 20, there exists an irreducible variety of dimension (20 − r)
parametrizing a family of K3-surfaces {Xt} with markings such that H is a
subset of the Ne´ron-Severi group of any Xt. Moreover, for generic t, H is
the Ne´ron-Severi group of Xt.
This allows us to determine the relative Ruan invariant relative to an
algebraic hypersurface V :
Theorem 5.12. Let X be the K3 surface and assume there exists a mark-
ing of X such that the class V can be represented by an algebraic curve of
genus 1 or higher. Then for generic algebraic representatives V of V, the
invariant RuV (A, [IA]) vanishes for all A 6= nV. If V is not toroidal, then
the invariant vanishes if n > 1.
Proof. We have seen, that there exists a dense U ⊂ ΩV such that for any
[J ] ∈ U , we have ρ(X,J) = 1. This means that the only holomorphic curves
are in class V. Hence for any embedded algebraic curve V representing V,
we can be sure there are no relative embedded J-holomorphic submanifolds
in any class other than possibly A = nV.
Now apply the vanishing principle in [17] to show that all the relative
invariants RuV (A, [IA]) vanish.

Lemma 5.13. The same holds true for any symplectic hypersurface V in
class V such that the deformation class of (X,V, ω) contains an algebraic
representative of V.
Remark: The restriction on the genus in Theorem 5.12 ensures that
dV = V
2 ≥ 0 is fulfilled, hence V is stable. The missing genus 0 case is the
only non-stable case.
The definition of the relative Ruan invariant is not especially helpful in
this setting towards an actual computation of the invariant. Such calcu-
lations will be made considerably easier through the use of a rubber-type
calculus, which will be developed in subsequent papers. The results obtained
by Maulik and Pandharipande in [24] make use of localization techniques.
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5.5. Refined relative Ruan Invariants. The purpose of this Section is
to describe how two curves C and C ′ in KV (A, J,IA) can be distinguished
even though both curves lie in the same class A and meet the same set of
initial data IA. This will be used in the next Section to define a refinement
of the invariant RuV (A, [IA]). We will describe here the construction used
in [12].
5.5.1. Rim Tori. The difference C#C ′ of the curves C and C ′ lies not in
X but in the open manifold X/V . More precisely, the class of the differ-
ence lies in the kernel R of the map H2(X\V ) → H2(X). The key is to
find an optimal space with which to describe this difference while keeping
track of the data A and IA. To that end, let us fix notation: For a given
class of initial data [IA], let V[IA] denote the collection of all sets of pairs
((x1, s1), ..., (xl, sl)) of intersection points in V and contact orders to be
found in initial data in class [IA]. Define
VA =
⊔
[IA]
V[IA]
with the topology of the disjoint union. Note that this space has an induced
ordering on each point V[IA] coming from the ordering on the class [IA].
Let D(ǫ) be an ǫ-disk bundle in the normal bundle to V . Then X/D(ǫ) is
diffeomorphic to X/V . Define the space
Xˆ = [X/D(ǫ)] ∪ S
where S = ∂D(ǫ). The manifold Xˆ is compact and, endowing S with the
topology given by viewing it as a disjoint union of its fiber circles, we can
consider the long exact sequence of the pair (Xˆ, S):
0→ H2(Xˆ)→ H2(Xˆ, S)→ H1(S)→ .
In the given topology for S, the set H1(S) can be viewed as the space of
divisors on V , meaning the finite collection of points labeled with multi-
plicities and sign. This however is precisely the data in IA relating to the
intersection of the curves C and C ′ with the hypersurface V (the sign is
always +). Note however, that H1(S) does not come with an ordering, it
makes no distinction between data for curves meeting V in the same points
with the same multiplicity but with a differing ordering on the contact data.
Combining this sequence with the map π : H2(Xˆ, S)→ H2(X) induced by
the inclusion, which has as its kernel the set R, leads to the exact sequence
(19) 0→ R→ H2(Xˆ, S)→ H1(S)×H2(X).
There is a map from VA to the set of divisors H1(S) which maps onto the
set of effective divisors. This allows for the definition of the space HXV by
the following pullback diagram:
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(20)
HXV VA
H2(Xˆ, S) H1(S)
✲
❄ ❄
✲
Combining 19 and 20 we obtain the fibration
(21)
R HXV
H2(X)× VA
✲
❄
r
which allows us to lift a class A and its initial intersection data to a point
in HXV which encodes the information on the intersection data as well as the
class of the curve C in the kernel R. The procedure for a given curve C is
as follows: Restrict the curve C to X\V , lift to the space Xˆ and use the
construction in [16] (see also the brief discussion in Section 2.1) to close the
restricted curve C to a curve Cˆ ⊂ Xˆ . The class [Cˆ] ∈ H2(Xˆ, S) together
with the intersection data from C defines a point in HXV .
In order for this construction to be useful, we need a characterisation of
the kernel R. This has been given in [12]: Let π : S → V be the projection
map from the boundary of the ǫ-disk bundle to the hypersurface V . For
every simple closed loop γ in V , π−1(γ) is a torus in S. Such tori are called
rim tori and they generate R:
Lemma 5.14. (Lemma 5.2, [12]) Each element in R can be represented by
a rim torus.
The proof of this Lemma utilises the Gysin sequence for the oriented circle
bundle π : S → V and the Meyer-Vietoris sequence of (X,X\V, V ):
→ H3(V )→ H1(V )
∆
→ H2(S)→ H2(V )→
→ H2(S)
(ι∗,pi∗)
→ H2(X\V )⊕H2(V )→ H2(X)→
This leads to
R = image [i∗ ◦∆ : H1(V )→ H2(X\V )]
which eliminates those rim tori which are homologous to zero in X\V . We
will call the set R the set of rim tori in the following.
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5.5.2. Refined relative Ruan Invariants. Rim tori allow us to differentiate
curves lying in the same set KV (A, J,IA) and thereby will allow us to refine
the invariant RuV (A, [IA]). We first describe how this refinement works and
then concern ourselves with the properties of this definition. Note that this
refinement is not interesting for all classes A ∈ H2(X): If A · V ≤ 0, then
our results show that either KV (A, J,IA) = ∅ or A ·V = 0 .
To each point h ∈ KV (A, J,IA) can be associated a class Aˆ ∈ H
V
X .
It is therefore possible to decompose the spaces KV (A, J,IA) such that
KV (A, J,IA) =
⊔
Aˆ
KV (A, Aˆ, J,IA)
according to possible lifts of the point (A,IA) under the map 21. This also
serves as a definition of the spaces KV (A, Aˆ, J,IA). It is immediately clear
that these spaces are finite and smooth for generic pairs (J,IA). Moreover,
the following Proposition, analogous to Prop. 2.14, holds:
Proposition 5.15. Fix a class A ∈ H2(X) with A · V > 0 and a proper
class [IA]. Then there is a Baire subset of JV × [IA] such that
(1) The set KV (A, Aˆ, J,IA) is a finite set.
(2) Every point h ∈ KV (A, Aˆ, J,IA) has the property, that each C is
non-degenerate.
(3) If (J1,I1A) is close to (J,IA), then the sets KV (A, Aˆ, J,IA) and
KV (A, Aˆ, J
1,IA
1) have the same number of elements.
Proof. Only the last claim is not obvious from the results for KV (A, J,IA).
The issue is whether a small change in the data might cause rim tori to
disappear or to be generated. However, this can be ruled out due to the
fibration structure in 21. 
The definition of the refined invariant now follows from the definitions in
Section 5:
Definition 5.16. The refined Ruan invariant for the symplectic hypersur-
face V ⊂ X and the class A ∈ H2(X) and with initial data class [IA] is
denoted RuV (Aˆ, [IA]) and is defined by
(22) RuV (Aˆ, [IA]) =
∑
C∈K(A,Aˆ,J,IA)
r(C,IA).
The following is trivial:
Lemma 5.17.
(23) RuV (A, [IA]) =
∑
r−1A
RuV (Aˆ, [IA])
The invariant properties of RuV (Aˆ, [IA]) are more subtle than in the non-
refined case. Using cobordism arguments as in Section 5, it can be shown
that RuV (Aˆ, [IA]) is an invariant of the symplectic isotopy class [X,V, ω].
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Furthermore, deformations of only the symplectic structure ω also leave this
number invariant. However, the numbers r(C,I) depend on the orientation
of the normal bundle of V as well as the almost complex structure on the nor-
mal bundle of V , hence it is unlikely that it is invariant under deformations
of V . This question remains open. The families of manifolds constructed in
[5], [36] and [8] should provide a plethora of examples for which to calculate
these invariants.
6. Relative Taubes Invariant for Tori with Trivial Normal
Bundle
Taubes defined an invariant counting tori with trivial normal bundle in
[38]. This invariant takes into account the bifurcation behavior of sequences
of such tori. In this section, we show that this delicate count can be done
in the relative settings without any modification of the Taubes invariant.
6.1. Behavior of Multiply Toroidal Classes.
6.1.1. Non-Degeneracy of Multiply Toroidal Classes. Special consideration
must be given to classes representing square 0 tori. This issue will occur
throughout the following sections. For this reason, we make the following
definition:
Definition 6.1. A class A ∈ H2(X) is called multiply toroidal if
• A2 = 0,
• Kω · A = 0 and
• the class A is divisible, i.e. A = kA′ with k > 1.
We call the class A toroidal if the first two conditions hold.
If C is a torus with trivial normal bundle, then we expand the definition
of non-degeneracy:
Definition 6.2. Fix an almost complex structure J ∈ JV . If C is a torus
with trivial normal bundle, fix a positive integer n ∈ Z and call C n-non-
degenerate if C ′ is non-degenerate for every holomorphic covering map f :
C ′ → C of degree n or less.
We can make this more precise: For any representatives of a (multiply)
toroidal class, it is not possible to distinguish different values of k by marked
points. Therefore, all such curves must be considered when constructing the
invariant. Multiple covers of a torus with trivial normal bundle are classified
by the fundamental group π1(C) = Z ⊕ Z. Consider a homomorphism
ρ : π1(C) → Pm, Pm the permutation group on m letters. ρ defines, via a
representation of Pm on R
m, a m-plane bundle Vρ over C. This will allow
us to distinguish multiple covers of the base curve C in the normal bundle.
We can naturally extend the operator D to the space of sections of Vρ ×N .
We can now make precise the definition of n-nondegenerate:
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Definition 6.3. Let C represent a (multiply) toroidal class. Fix n ∈ Z. The
curve C is n-nondegenerate if for all m ∈ {1, .., n} and for all representations
ρ : π1(C)→ Pm the operator D on the space Vρ ×N has trivial kernel.
This definition ensures, that any curves which are counted and which
stem from multiple covers of the curve C behave well. In particular, the
following Lemma was proven by Taubes:
Lemma 6.4. (Lemma 5.4, [38]) Let A ∈ H2(X) be toroidal and n ∈ Z
+.
Then there is an open and dense subset of smooth, ω-compatible almost
complex structures J ⊂ Jω on X with the property, that every embedded,
pseudoholomorphic torus in class A is n-nondegenerate.
Further arguments, similar to those in step 7 of the proof of Prop. 7.1 in
[37], together with this Lemma ensure that the space of curves in class A is
finite and invariant under small deformations of the symplectic and almost
complex structures.
6.1.2. Contact Order for Tori with Trivial Normal Bundle. If the curve C
is a multiply covered torus with trivial normal bundle which intersects V
non-trivially, then we must account for this in the contact order. Lemma
2.6 states, that in this case, to have proper initial data, we must have the
base curve C ′ of C intersecting V with contact order 1 at each intersection
point, where the contact order of C ′ and V is given by Def. 2.3. Thus we
make the following definition
Definition 6.5. Assume C is a multiply covered torus with trivial normal
bundle in class A = mA′ such that A′ · V 6= 0. Then the contact order of
the curve C at each intersection point of C ′ with V is given by an m-tuple
(1, ..., 1).
Taubes’ calculations all have initial data IA = ∅. The relative setting
must deal with the presence of initial data on V :
Lemma 6.6. Let A = mT be multiply toroidal. Curves in this class can
occur only if the only entries in IA are in Υ each with an m-tuple (1, ..., 1)
as contact order.
Proof. A multiply toroidal class has dT = 0, hence by Lemma 2.6, we have
d1 = d2 = l1 = l2 = 0 and l3 = T · V. Moreover, Def. 6.5 determines the
contact structure. 
6.2. Space of Relative Tori. We define a space of relative submanifolds:
Definition 6.7. Fix A ∈ H2(X) and a set of proper initial data IA. Assume
that A = mT is multiply toroidal. Choose an almost complex structure
J ∈ JV . Denote the set K
T
V = K
T
V (A, J,IA) of connected J-holomorphic
submanifolds C ⊂ X which satisfy
• If lA = 0, then C ∩ V = ∅ or V .
• If lA > 0, then C
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(1) intersects V locally positively and transversely and
(2) intersects V at precisely l3 distinct points each with order given
by the m-tuple (1, ..., 1).
We wish to show that Taubes’ Lemmas still hold in the relative case. We
consider three cases:
• Ai ·V 6= 0.
• Ai 6= V and Ai ·V = 0 or
• Ai = V and V is a square 0 torus.
The previous Lemma shows that we do not have to consider any restricting
insertions. We begin with the first case.
Lemma 6.8. Assume A is multiply toroidal and fix n ∈ N. There is an
open and dense subset U ⊂ JV with the following properties: When an
almost complex structure J is chosen from U , then
(1) KTV (J,IA) is a finite collection of points and each point is n - non-
degenerate. Moreover, if A 6= mV and A · V = 0, there exists a
neighborhood NV of V such that no curve in class A lies therein.
(2) There is an open neighborhood in JV such that every almost com-
plex structure therein obeys the previous assertion and the number
of points of KTV is invariant in this neighborhood.
Proof. A · V 6= 0 The calculations in Section 3.2 ensure the existence of a
sufficiently large set of almost complex structures such that curves in class
A behave as expected. Once this set has been found, the proofs of Lemma
5.3 and 5.4 in [38] can be repeated to give the result in this case.
A ·V = 0 Assume first that A 6= mV. We will show, that there exists a
neighborhood NV ⊂ X of V such that no pseudoholomorphic submanifold
C of class A has C ∩ NV 6= ∅. If this holds, then all results on multiply
toroidal classes from [39] hold for the class A: Outside of NV there are no
restrictions on the almost complex structure J ∈ JV , hence all the results
proven by Taubes for multiply toroidal classes (Lemmas 5.3,5.4) hold in this
case as well. This proves the Lemma.
Assume no such neighborhood exists. Then let {Ni} be a sequence of
nested neighborhoods converging to V . Denote A = nT with T a toroidal
class. Let {Ti, Ji} be a sequence of tori in class T such that Ti ⊂ Ni and
Ji ∈ JV . Gromov’s compactness Theorem ensures that there exists a limit
curve T and a limit almost complex structure Ji → J such that g(T ) = 1
and Lemma 4.4 shows that for generic J the limit curve T is an embedded
square 0-torus of class qT. The sequence of neighborhoods ensures that
T ⊂ V . If g(V ) ≥ 2, then there can be no nontrivial smooth map T 2 → V .
Assume that g(V ) = 1. Then we have produced a J-holomorphic map
T 2 → V in class A 6= mV which is onto V . Such a nontrivial map does not
exist.
Assume that g(V ) = 0. Then we have a J-holomorphic map from a
torus T 2 to the sphere. This must be a multiple cover of S2. However,
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Kω · A = Kω · T = 0 and hence by the adjunction formula there exists no
such map.
Consider now the second case: A = mV, hence any curve in this class can
be decomposed into components such that we have either a multiple cover of
V or a multiple cover of a curve in the class V which does not meet V . For
those curves not meeting V , arguments similar to the previous ones show
that Taubes’ results hold. We consider therefore only the case of a multiple
cover of the hypersurface V . An analysis of Taubes’ results shows, that the
argument in the multiply toroidal case is essentially a relative argument on
the fixed square 0 torus underlying the multiple cover. In our case this is
the hypersurface V , hence his argument transfers completely.

6.3. Relative Taubes Invariant. Taubes defined a number Qu(e, n) for
multiply toroidal classes and showed that it is an invariant of the deformation
class of ω(Prop. 5.7, [38], see also Prop 7.10). This motivates the following
slightly modified relative version:
Definition 6.9. Let n ≥ 1 be an integer and T toroidal and indivisible.
Choose (J,IA) from the Baire set obtained in Lemma 6.8. Define a relative
Taubes invariant
QuV (T, n) =
∑
{(Ck ,mk,Ik)}
∏
k
r(Ck,mk,Ik)
where we sum over all sets {(Ck,mk,Ik)} with
(1) Ck an embedded torus in class qkT for some qk ≤ n,
(2) mk ≥ 1 and n =
∑
qkmk and
(3) Ik contains tuples (1, ..., 1) of length qk at each of the T ·V intersec-
tion points.
The value of r(C,m,Ik) is given by the value of r(C,m) as defined by
Taubes for multiply toroidal classes in [38].
The results in Lemma 6.8 show that only if A ·V 6= 0 do we need to recon-
sider the definition of the invariant Qu(T, n) as given by Taubes. However,
an analysis of the proof of Proposition 5.7, which states that Qu(e, n) is
an invariant of the deformation class of ω shows that this proof too relies
on the existence of a sufficiently generic set of almost complex structures
such that curves behave as expected for any J chosen therein. Hence the
invariant defined by Taubes can be directly used in the relative setting with
the modifications given above, i.e. QuV (T, n) is also an invariant of the
deformation class of (X,V, ω).
7. Relative Gromov-Taubes Invariants
The invariants defined in the previous sections are concerned with count-
ing of connected submanifolds. In this section we expand this to allow
disconnected invariants as in the Gromov-Taubes invariants defined in [38].
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These relative GT-invariants will make use of the invariants of the previous
sections.
7.1. The Space of Relative Submanifolds. We now introduce the space
of relative submanifolds RV (A, J,IA). This definition will be rather techni-
cal, however the general idea is simple: We want to consider all submanifolds
C, not necessarily connected, which contact V in a very controlled manner.
This is determined by the initial data IA and we ensure that we contact V
only once for every given geometric object with the required contact order.
Moreover, the curve C shall meet each geometric object in the initial data
IA. We make this precise in the following definition:
Definition 7.1. Fix A ∈ H2(X) and a set of proper initial data IA. Choose
an almost complex structure J ∈ JV . Denote the set R = RV (A, J,IA) of
unordered sets of tuples {(Ci,mi,Ii)} of disjoint, connected J-holomorphic
submanifolds Ci ⊂ X with
(1) positive integers mi and
(2) unordered subsets Ii of IA with parameters d
i
∗, l
i
∗
satisfying the following constraints:
• Let Ai represent the homology class of Ci and denote dAi as in 1 and
lAi as in 2. Require dAi ≥ 0, lAi ≥ 0 and the set Ii to be a proper
initial data set for the class Ai.
• If dAi > 0, then Ci
(1) contains precisely di1 members of Ωd1 and
(2) intersects each member of ΓXi exactly once.
• If lAi = 0, then Ci ∩ V = ∅ or V .
• If lAi > 0, then Ci
(1) intersects V locally positively and transversely,
(2) intersects V at precisely li1 points of Ωl1 and
(3) intersects each member of ΓVi exactly once.
(4) The remaining li3 intersections with V are unconstrained.
(5) Each intersection is of order si given in the initial data Ii for this
component (or by the tuple (1, .., 1) if it is multiply toroidal).
• If i 6= i′, then Ii ∩ Ii′ = ∅, but ∪Ii = IA.
• The integer mi = 1 unless possibly if Ci is a torus with trivial normal
bundle and Ai · V = 0.
•
∑
imiAi = A.
Remark: By imposing the condition that the Ci be disjoint allows us to
conclude
(24)
∑
i
di1 + d
i
2 = dA,
∑
i
li1 + l
i
2 + l
i
3 = lA.
The points of R consist of submanifolds which are not necessarily con-
nected. Therefore, a choice of almost complex structure J and initial data
IA must be made in such a manner, that any allowed decomposition of the
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class A into submanifolds respects the initial data and that all these sub-
manifolds are pseudoholomorphic for the fixed almost complex structure.
In particular, the pair (J,IA) must be chosen such that it rules out any
unwanted behavior of representatives of the class A and its decompositions.
This motivates the following definition:
Definition 7.2. A pair (J,I) of almost complex structure J ∈ JV and
initial data I with d1 + d2 = d and l1 + l2 + l3 = l is called r-admissible,
if for each A ∈ H2(X) and each proper initial data IA ⊂ I the following
conditions hold:
(1) There are but finitely many connected J-holomorphic submanifolds
in the class A contacting the initial data IA.
(2) Each of the submanifolds above is non-degenerate.
(3) There exist no connected J-holomorphic submanifolds in class A
contacting all the data in IA as well as a further insertion.
(4) There is an open neighborhood of (J,I) in JV ×[I] with the property
that each point in this neighborhood obeys the previous three points
while preserving the number of J-holomorphic curves throughout
this neighborhood.
(5) If A2 = 0 = c1 ·A, then each J-holomorphic submanifold in Point 1
is n-non-degenerate for each positive integer n
7.2. Main Result for Disconnected Submanifolds.
Proposition 7.3. Fix a class A ∈ H2(X) and a proper class [IA]. Assume
V is a symplectic hypersurface. Then the set of r-admissible pairs (J,IA)
in JV × [IA] is a Baire subset. Furthermore, given an r-admissible pair, the
following hold:
(1) The set RV (A, J,IA) is a finite set.
(2) If A 6= V, then RV (A, J,IA) is empty when dA < 0.
(3) If V is an exceptional sphere, then RV (V, J, ∅) = ∅
(4) Every point h ∈ RV has the property, that each Ci with mi = 1 is
non-degenerate, if mi > 1 it is mi-non-degenerate.
(5) If (J1,I1A) are sufficiently close to (J,IA), then the sets RV and R
1
V
have the same number of elements.
Fix a symplectic hypersurface V . Lemma 2.11 ensures the existence of
a Baire set with pairs (J,IA) such that no component of a submanifold
representing A lies in V . We may hence assume that all of our submanifolds
are of this form in the following.
The set of r-admissible pairs (J,IA) is Baire follows from the fact that a
countable intersection of Baire sets is again Baire. To be precise: Consider
a decomposition of A =
∑
mkAk with Ak ·Al = 0 if k 6= l. Then for each Ak
we consider the space of connected submanifolds K. For a Baire set of pairs
(J,IAk) the set KV has all the properties described in the previous sections.
The space JV ×{initial data} decomposes into a product of JV and disjoint
initial data sets corresponding to the classes Ak. Then the intersection of two
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Baire sets Uk and Ul corresponding to Ak and Al is defined as follows: We
have endowed all of the above products with the product topology. Denote
p1, p
∗
2 the projections onto JV and the initial data set corresponding to A∗.
Then let
(25) Uk ∩ Ul = p1(Uk) ∩ p1(Ul)× p
k
2(Uk)× p
l
2(Ul)
define the intersection of the two Baire sets. This set is still a Baire set in
JV × {initial data}k × {initial data}l due to the properties of the product
topology. From this the claim follows.
The properties of being r-admissible as given in Def. 7.2 are fulfilled by
pairs obtained by a countable intersection of all Baire sets found in Sections
3.2 and 4 for any decomposition of A appearing in RV . Moreover, any pair
(J,IA) found in this intersection also satisfy assertions 2-4 of Prop. 2.14.
Consider now Assertion 1: RV (A, J,IA) is finite. This will follow from
the following result which was proven by Taubes:
Lemma 7.4. (Lemma 5.5, [38]) Given A ∈ H2(X), there is a Baire subset
of JV × [IA] such that when a pair is chosen from this set, then there are but
finitely many classes in H2(X,Z) which can be a fundamental class of a J-
holomorphic submanifold appearing (with some multiplicity) as an element
in some h ∈ RV .
7.3. The Number GT V (A)([IA]). To define GT
V (A)([IA]) we will need
to begin with a component of h = {(Ck,mk,Ik)} ∈ RV (A, J,IA). To each
such component, we will assign a number r(Ck,mk,Ik). Once this has been
defined, we will define a value q(h) for the point h, this will consist of the
values r(Ck,mk,Ik) as well as accounting for permutations of the initial
data. Finally, we define the relative invariant:
Definition 7.5. The relative Gromov-Taubes invariant GT V (A)([IA]) is
defined by
(26) GT V (A)([IA]) =
∑
h∈RV (A,J,IA)
q(h).
If RV (A, J,IA) = ∅, then GT
V (A)([IA]) = 0.
For a suitably generic choice of pairs (J,IA), this number is well-defined.
In the following, we make this definition precise and show that this number
is an invariant of the symplectic deformation class.
Remark: This number depends not only on the class [IA], but actually
also on the ordering given in the sets Γ∗. Ultimately, this only affects the
sign of GT V (A)([IA]). This will be taken into account in the definition of
q(h).
7.4. The Definition of q(h).
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7.4.1. Permutations of the Initial Data. A point h ∈ R need not meet the
data IA in the order predicated in the class [IA]. This ordering determines
an orientation of the corresponding moduli space of maps however and thus
any permutation of it must be taken into account when defining an invariant.
Our data IA contains three types of geometric data: points, 1-dimensional
curves and the hypersurface V . Neither the points nor the hypersurface V
change the orientation under rearrangement. Recall the sets Γd2 and Γl2 and
consider only the curves and the ordering. We can rearrange each set by a
permutation πd2 resp. πl2 as follows: Consider the point h = {(Ck,mk,Ik)}.
This point comes with an ordering. For each i define the sets Γk1 ⊂ Γd2 and
Γk2 ⊂ Γl2 consisting of the data in Ik in the corresponding sets. Reorder the
data in Γk∗ in ascending fashion according to the ordering given in IA. Then
⊔Γk∗ defines a permutation of the data in Γd2 resp. Γl2 .
Definition 7.6. Define p(h) = sign(πd2)sign(πl2).
Equivalently, we could consider the set Γ = Γd2 ⊔Γl2 and a corresponding
permutation π which consists of the two permutations πd2 and πl2 . Then
p(h) =sign(π).
The ordering on the curve h is not fixed. We must show that a relabeling
of the curves Ck will leave the value of p(h) unchanged. Let d
k
2 and l
k
2 denote
the number of elements in Γk1 resp. Γ
k
2 . Then the invariance of p(h) under
reordering follows from
Lemma 7.7. The value dk2 + l
k
2 is even.
Proof. We have shown, that for generic (J,IA) we can have curves in the
class A only if the initial data is proper. This holds in particular for every
connected component of the curve h. The condition for properness can be
easily rewritten to show that dk2 + l
k
2 is even.

7.4.2. q(h). The value of q(h) for the point h = {(Ck,mk,Ik)} is given by
the product
(27) q(h) = p(h)
∏
k
r(Ck,mk,Ik)
where the r(C,m,I) are given by r(C,I) as defined for non-multiply toroidal
classes in Section 5 and by Taubes in the toroidal case.
7.5. Properties of Relative Gromov-Taubes Invariants.
Theorem 7.8. The number GT V (A)([IA]) depends only on the deformation
class of (X,V, ω), the class A ∈ H2(X), the initial class [IA] and the ordering
of the data in the sets Γ∗. In particular, it does not depend on a particular
choice of (J,IA).
To prove this, we proceed to rewrite the number GT V (A)([IA]) in terms
of the number RuV (A, [IA]) and the toroidal contributions Qu
V (A,m). To
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do so we introduce notation: Let A ∈ H2(X) be fixed. Denote by S(A)
the set defined by Taubes: This is the collection of unordered sets of pairs
{(Ak,mk)} with the following properties:
(1) {Ak} is a set of distinct, non-multiply toroidal classes.
(2) mk = 1 unless A
2
k = 0, in which case mk ≥ 1 can be any positive
integer.
(3) Ak · Al = 0 if k 6= l.
(4) A =
∑
mkAk.
Note that it is possible for mk ≥ 2 but for Ak not to be a toroidal class:
The set S(A) is a set of homology classes, we allow our submanifolds to be
composed of multiple disjoint copies of classes with 0 self intersection. This
is taken into account by this condition.
For a given tuple y = {(AK ,mK)} ∈ S(A), denote by τ(y) the set of pairs
which appear in y and which satisfy one of the following conditions:
(1) A2k 6= 0 or
(2) c1(Ak) 6= 0.
With this notation we can prove the following Lemma, analogous to
Lemma 5.6, [38]:
Lemma 7.9.
(28) GT V (A)(IA) =
∑
y∈S(A)

∏
τ(y)
Per(y)
[
RuV (Ak, [IAk ])
]mk


×

 ∏
(Ak,mk)6∈τ(y)
QuV (Ak,mk)


where
Per(y) =
dA!
(dk1 !d
k
2 !)
mk
lA!
(lk1 !l
k
2 !l
k
3 !)
mk
1
mk!
Remark: The sum in the above Lemma may incorporate submanifolds
in the three exceptional cases allowing for components V . This is the reason
for defining r(V,m) = 0, as these submanifolds will not contribute to the
above sum.
Proof. This is a resummation of the defining sum
GT V (A)([IA]) =
∑
h∈RV (A,J,IA)
q(h).
The key points are the following:
(1) The permutation term p(h) can be decomposed into a product of
permutation terms p(Ck,mk,Ik) stemming from the components
(Ck,mk,Ik) of h. These are taken into account in the number
RuV (Ak, [Ik]) with the ordering on [Ik] induced by the ordering of
[IA].
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(2) Given h = {(Ck.mk,Ik)} we can replace any Ck by any other sub-
manifold in KV (J,IAk). Hence all elements of class Ak meeting the
data Ik appear in the definition of the relative Gromov-Taubes in-
variant. Hence resumming along homology classes simply reorders
the sum but does not add any new terms.
(3) The term Per(y) accounts for permutations of the initial data on
the components of h. This is a purely combinatorial term, we have
accounted for the topological effects of permuting the initial data in
the term RuV (Ak, [Ik]).

We have seen above, that the numbers RuV (A, [IA]) are invariants. The
proof of Theorem 7.8 will be complete with the results for multiply toroidal
classes in Section 6, in particular Lemma 6.8, and the following Lemma:
Proposition 7.10. (Lemma 5.7, [38]) Let T ∈ H2(X) be an indivisible
toroidal class. Let n ≥ 1 be an integer. Then Qu(T, n) depends only on the
deformation class of the symplectic form.
Example 7.11. Recall the example in genus 0, see Thm. 5.7. In this case
we determined the relative Ruan invariants for spheres in non-rational and
non-ruled manifolds. Assume that A =
∑n
i=1Ei, each Ei an exceptional
sphere. It then follows that
(29) RV (A, J,IA) =
{
{(E1, 1,I1), ..., (Em, 1,Im)} [Ei] ·V > 0 ∀i
∅ otherwise
which consists of one curve with m components. The invariant in the first
case reduces to
(30)
GT V (A)([IA]) = q({(E1, 1,I1), ..., (Em, 1,Im)}) =
m∏
i=1
RuV (Ei, J,Ii) = 1.
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